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ABSTRACT
The elements of a Data Center for the management, processing and dis-
semination of photographic products generated by the Earth Resource Technology
Satellite (ERTS) is specified. The functional elements of the Data Center include:
a. A Quality Assurance and Standards Activity (QA&S) which performs
monitoring, accounting and evaluation functions to assure stringent initial quality-
control of all data distributed to the various user centers. An initial Master
Photographic Processing Laboratory (MPPL) is a functional part of the QA&S
activity.
b. A Photographic Production Laboratory (PPL) which accomplishes all
routine, special and precision (including color compositing) photographic proces-
sing. The MPPL, functionally a part of QA&S, is physically located in the PPL.
Archival and working storage for film is included as a part of the PPL. The PPL
is a central activity in the Data Center and its specifications are, therefore,
emphasized in the report.
co. A Data Collation Activity (DC:A) which provides a variety of shipping,
receiving, duplicating, etc. , services for the rest of the Data Center.
d. A Montage or Mosaic Preparation Activity which provides the space,
equipment and personnel to assemble montages or mosaics of some of the photo-
graphs received from the ERTS Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) or Multispectral
Point Scanner (MSPS) sensor system. An alternate montage catalog approach is
also discussed.
e. A Data Classification Center (DCC) where the information content of
the imagery is examined and the cloud amounts and atmospheric attenuation is
measure: and logged for inclusion in a Data Classification Catalog.
f. A User Service Center where potential ERTS data users may direct
inquiries, review the existing ERTS imagery, perform initial studies, etc. , is
proposed. This center will provide the consulting services of the geoscientists
resident in the DCC to those users that require them. The User Service Center
will also provide support to Mission Planning through evaluation of cloud cover
information, predictions, etc. , and development of sensor operation listings
based on prescribed cloud thresholds.
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In addition to the specification of functional elements, this study examines
and provides specification of:
a. Data rates and data flow time lines.
b. Facilitj, equipment and material requirements for a one-year
operation over the Continental United States.
c. Some preliminary analyses of photographic processing and materials
that can influence picture element accuracies.
A plan is presented for the further implementation steps necessary to
provide an operating Data Center in time for an F:RTS launch in early 1972.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Earth Resource Technology Satellites will produce large amounts of
sensory data. Most of these data will be disseminated to the various users in a
photographic image form. In order to assure that these images are documented
and distributed to users in a, timely manner, a management, processing and dis-
semination system is required. The elements of such a system now exist at
Goddard Space Flight Center. The Nimbus/ATS Data Utilization Center (NADUC)
processes substantial quantities of sensory data produced by the ATS and Nimbus
satellites. The NADUC is operated by Allied RePZarch Associates, Inc., under
contract to NASA GSFC. The experience of planning and operating NADUC has
provided a useful background for specific ,, ttion of an ERTS data system.
The following sections of this report will define a management, processing
and dissemination system for the ERTS sensory data. This specification will
emphasize those activities and processing that must occur after the data have been
received and translated f ror.1 an electronic signal into a latent image in a photo-
graphic emulsion.
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2. DATA SYSTEM
2. 1 Assumptions
The ERTS data system plan to be presented is based on many assumptions.
Among the more important are:
a. Two sensory sy.cems will be flown on the early ERTS mission. The
Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) -IC will operate irk three separate spectral intervals
producing three separate images for each stutter opening. The Multispeetral Point
Scanner (MSPS) will operate in four separate spectral intervals producing four
separate images of each scene viewed.
b. The satellite will be flown in a 497 n. mi, circular, polar sunsynchronous
orbit. The sensor field of view (100 n. mi ) will view the same area on earth every
18 days.
C. The initial ERTS missions will emphasize sensory coverage of the
Continental United States. Global land coverage is, however, an ERTS objective.
(The estimates  for expendable supplies assume an average of 12 minutes per day
for U. S. coverage. Multiplication factors are included for an additional hour of
taped data.)
d. Most of the ERTS sensory data wll be mailed to the data center from
various STADAN sites. A three to five day time interval has been assumed for
the mailing.
e. There will be a requirement for color composites from 20% of the
images and for precision processing of 10% of the data.
f. Twelve copies of the sensory data, including the routine color compo-
sites, will be regularly distributed to users outside of NASA. One copy will be
required within the ERTS project for system evaluation One copy will be used
by the data center for classification and one copy will be prepared for a browsing
file to interface with potential users coming directly to center.
Appendix E presents an Abbreviation Glossary of the terms used in this report.
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2. 2 ERTS Data Center
The ERTS data center planning has emphasized a single theme -- Quality
Control. Each element in the system performs quality checking which must be
completed before: the data can proceed to the next element. In this way, the data
quality is maintained, and expensive and time-consuming data reruns are reduced.
Figure 2-1 and the following discussion provide a general overview of the proposed
data system and the general data flow within the system. 4C A detailed specification
of the data flow and processing at the intra-functional level will be presented in
later sections.
The primary source of ERTS data entering the data center is the Telemetry
and Image Display Processing (TIDP) section. Three types of output will be trans-
mitted from TIDP. These are:
a. Nxposed, but unprocessed film of the RBV and MSPS imagery.
b. Computer listings of pertinent information on the location, number
of frames or minutes of data, calibration, etc., of the filmed imagery
and identification of the magnetic tape that contains the imagery.
C. Information collected by the Data Collection Subsystem (DCS).
It is assumed that the exposed, but unprocessed, film will contain geographic
grids, probably presented as tick-marks external to the images themselves and
annotation which presents the time, principal point location, satellite identification
and any other information which may be necessary. The initial activities of the
data center will be in the Quality Assurance and Standards function (QA &S). These
activities include:
a. Processing the master film and preparing a working copy in a high
quality photographic laboratory.
b. Evaluation of the image quality and corroboration of the accuracy
of the computer-implanted annotation and first-order geographic
grid checks.
c. Preparation for user production.
The overall data flow and functional plan was predicated on the assumption of a
strip or roll film input from TIDP. A late request for evaluation of the use of a
17 x 22 inch format for the MSPS has been accomplished in Appendix D.
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Data which are not equal to a previously defined standard will be directed to a
problem evaluation activity; i.e. , Systems Analysis, for analysis and potential
reruns. Acceptable data will be transmitted to the Photographic Production
Laboratory (PPL) for archival preparation and user production. Quality checks
will be accomplished at various points during the photographic reproduction cycle.
The routine distribution of the imagery and associated documents to designated
users will occur in the Data Collation Activity (DCA) immediately following
arrival of the data from the Photographic Production Laboratory (PPL).
Following the routine data distribution, several other functions will process
the data for:
a. Montage assembly and catalog preparation.
b. Cloud content and image quality classification.
c. Browsing file formatting and user servicing.
Activities such as the routine false color composite preparation and precision
processing will be initi.lted upon completion of the cloud content and image quality
evaluation.
The following sections will discuss each element of the data center plan in
detail.
2.2. 1 Quality Assurance and Standards (QA&S)
Figure 2-2 presents a detailed functional data flow plan for QA&S. Note
that three types of ERTS-related data enter this activity after appropriate proces-
sing within TIDP.
a. Exposed/unprocessed RBV and MSPS photographic film records.
b. Computer listings presenting all the annotation information (frame
time, data, principal point) contained on the RBV and MSPS film
records, the pertinent orbital information and any available cali-
bration information and identification of the magnetic tape which
contains the imagery.
C * Records obtained f rom the data collection subsystem.
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These input data pass into the QA&S activity through an Accounting and
Sorting (A&S) .function. The A&S personnel should have received a listing of the
anticipated input data very shortly after the data have been acquired by the read-
out site (this may be 3-5 days before the actual data reach A&S from TIDP). The
actual data received can then be checked against the previous listing and a master
procedures listing. A&S personnel should thus be fully aware of the amount,
format and subsequent internal distribution (QA&S) of the data. Any differences
between the data anticipated and that received from TIDP should be checked prior
to further distribution within QA&S. Any uncorrected disparity should be logged
and a designated individual in QA&S notified.
2. 2. 1. 1 Master Photographic Processing Laboratory (MPPL)
The exposed/undeveloped RBV and MSPS photographic film which has been
appropriately checked for proper labeling will be distributed from A&S to the
MPPL which, although physically a part of the Photographic Production Laboratory
facility, is a separate photographic processing activity where extremely precise
processing controls and extreme cleanliness are maintained.
The master negative will be used to produce one or two contact positives
(hard copy prints seem to be adequate at this time). Following production of the
contact positives, the master negatives will be packaged, sealed and placed in an
interim clean room storage area.
Any variation in the standard of image quality noted in the MPPL will
require corrective action. If the data prove questionable, notification will be
provided to all other QA&S activities to hold further action until the corrections
are completed.
2.2. 1.2 Annotation Monitor (AM)
The listings of orbital information and the actual sensory data listings
will be distributed from A&S to the AM. The AM will compare the orbital program
information with the actual data listings. He will verify:
a, Orbit number (sensory and acquisition)
b. Number of frames (or minutes) of data for each sensor
c. Sensor operation times
^^1
d. Locations of the geographic grid points in relation to predicted
locations.
Figures 2-3 and 2-4 present examples of the types of information and data
logging files proposed. for use by the AM.
2. 2.1.3 Video Correlation Monitor (V'CM)
Data arrives at the VCM from two sources; the MPPL and the AM, (contact
positive copies of the RBV and MSPS imagery from the MPPL and the data listing
logs from AM).
The contact positive copies are spliced into separate swaths for each of the
three R13V and four MSPS channels. The annotation presented on each frame will
be compared with the listings received from the AM. If possible, * corrections will
be established and flagged for manual entry onto the master negative during final
data package assembly. If all annotations check satisfactorily, the data package
can be released to the Data Package Integrity Assessment (DPIA) activity.
2. 2. 1.4 Calibration Monitor (C M)
The CM will provide a continuous monitor of the performance of the sensors
relative to the prelaunch expectancy. In general, this will require review of the
display voltages, and the critical elements of the sensor package, such as detector
temperature, etc. An important element which we suggest to accomplish in the CM
area is the routine evaluation of noise which may be introduced into the imagery
from a variety of sources from satellite components to ground display. We suggest
evaluation of the white noise spectrum through application of optical data-processing
techniques. The diagnosed noise spectrum could be used to derive special filters
for use in improvement of the digital sensory data.
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2.2. 1. 5 Data Collection Subsystem Monitor (DCSM) *
The DCSM is responsible for the collection, monitoring and dissemination
of the data collected by the DCS. Three types of data may be available:
If an appropriate mechanical annotation device can be devised. If manual correction
is not possible, a TIDP rerun may be required.
m In practice, the CM and the DCSM may be combined into a single function.
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NOTE; As Many Lines as Necessary forGri4 Annotation Marks for Each Channel.
Figure 2 -3 Data Logging Form for Use by the Annotation Monitor
ERTS 1
ANNOTATION MONITOR LISTING
Sensor Sampling Orbit; Day_.,_ Month. Year ORBITAL ELEMENTS
Stodon
	 Acquit, Orbit; Day—Month—Year_.... Predict M
	
Definitive	 C3
Stadan Acquit, Site, Start TIms,Ut___.End Time^Ul
— Epoch
Number of RBV Frames C_ t _C_2_....	 Time Span of MSPS
	 i 2
Identifier,	 RunDate/Time,
C-.3._. 4, a Valldity Period
TAPE IDENTIF-
CATIONth FILE
LOCATION
FRAME No.
RBV
CAMERA
No,
EXPOSURE
TIME	 GMT
HH MM SS
IMAGE PRINC , POINT SAT SUB-POINT CALIBRATION DATA
LAT. LAT
,
LONG.
,
RAW PROCESSED
NOTE- Repeat this Format for Each Set of Fromes Sampled on Different Orbits But
Acquired During a Given Stodan Interrogation,
TAPE IDENTIF-
-CATION 81 FILE
LOCATION
MSPS CHANNEL
START'f1ME
OF SCAN
2U.W.0
END TIME
OF SCAN
HH M
GRID ANNOTATION MARKS CALIBRATION DATA
"TIMEUT, LAT LONG. RAW PROCESSED
,
,2__
i^ ^
ORBITAL ELEMENTS
Predict 0	 Definitive C3
Epoch
Identifier:	 Run
Date/Time
Validity Period,
PART A	 ASCENDING NODE	 ORBIT	 DESCENDING NODE	 DATE
	(STANDARD) UMTLOE TIME	 LONGITUDE TIME DAY MO. YR.
DEG. HH MM SS	 DEG. NH Mm SS
L
5
^t=77r-
PART 8	 ORBITAL EPHEMERIS AS A FUNCTION OF START 'ntAE AND TIME INTERVAL
(OPTIONAL CALL)
NOTEt A. If no start time is given as Input then always start at the equator crossing
(ascending or descending to be specifiedl  In the future .)
B. If no time interval is specif led then the time Interval will be at a specific
number (to be specified In the future) The non specified time Interval will
pr
obably be the some as the RBV shutter exposure time interval sequence
C, Orbital ephemeris program to have the capability of running through two
complete, orbital periods plus 5 to 10 points into the third orbital period
computation.
START	 Time or orbit number or preset
END	 Time or orbit number or preset
TIME INTERVALS Preset or variable voka Input
Figure 2-4 Orbital Listing Format Supplied to Quality Assurance
from T&DS
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a. Data which must be relayed to users in near real time,
e. g. , snow cover, stream .flow, etc.
b. Data providing for assisting in the sensor calibration function of
the CM. (This type of data may be included in some of the ground
truth data listed under item b.).
When any of these data contain designated ground truth information, a copy
should be relayed to the DPIA for inclusion in the appropriate frame annotation, if
possible. Figure 2-5 presents a possible listing format for ase by the DCSM.
2. 2.1. G Data Package Integrity Assessment (DPIA)
Arrival of the complete data package (from VCM, CM, and DCSM) in the
DPIA signals the beginning of the final QA&S task. The DPIA has the overall
responsibility to insure that the data packages leaving QA&S are correct and
complete. The DPIA will insure, through thorough checks, that the picture
times, grid points and annotations are internally consistent. Items which were
flagged ire. earlier phases of processing should be corrected. Any significant
flagged items which cannot be cleared within QA&S should be referred to the
Systems Analysis group for analysis and corrective action. As soon as total
data package integrity is assured, the master contact positive is sent to the
archival film edit activity.
9 0 9 . 1. 7 :Archival Negative Edit (ANE)
F
The ANE activity prepares the archival negative for subsequent photographic
reproduction. The processed master negatives have been retained in a "clean
room" interim storage until this time. The ANE facility should be arranged so
that both clean room requirement, i. e. , Interim Storage and ANE can be met with
a-single environmental filtering system.
The ANE receives a "clean" copy of the I 'mockup"* format. Facilities
must be available to revise the annotation, add appropriate calibration information
and label the film strips.
` The mockup will present the seven individual channels on separate reels. Anno-
tation revisions will be indicated.
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IEquipment requirements for the ANE include viewers, automatic splicers,
an annotation imprinting system, etc.
Following completion of the negative edit, the archival film is placed in
cans and sealed.	 The cans and the mockups are returned to DPIA for transfer to
the Photographic Production Laboratory. 	 A final check for total package integrity
should be conducted before the data package is released to the Photographic Produc-
tion Laboratory.
2.2.2 Photographic Processing System
The photographic processing system of the ERTS Data Center consists of
two separate, but interrelated, parts; the Master Photographic Processing
Laboratory (MPPL) and the Photographic Production Laboratory (PPL). 	 The
MPPL is a functional part of the Quality Assurance and Standards (QA&S) activity.
Its primary responsibility is the high-quality processing of the film exposed in
TIDP and the preparation of a single black and white contact print to be used in
the QA&S monitoring and quality checking activities. 	 The PPL is responsible
for the production of all routine and special photographic products after the master
film f rom TIDP has been quality checked in QA&S.
2. 2. 2. 1	 Data Flow
Figure 2-6 presents a general diagram of film data flow in the Photographic
Processing System.
	
The exposed, but undeveloped, Return Beam Vidicon (RBV)
and Multispectral Point Scanner (MSPS) film is received from the Accounting and
Sorting (A&S) activity into a central job control area.	 The sealed film cans are
! sent to the MPPL area (clean room) and processed. ^ 	 The processed filth is then
checked with a densitometer	 to assure that the proper dynamic range has been
achieved.	 If the film does not pass the quality check, the Systems Analysis group
will be asked to check the type of problem that may exist. 	 It may also be decider?
If Direct Electron Recording (DER) film is used, the procedures may differ
from those currently accepted. 	 Appendix C presents a brief discussion of DER
film characteristics.	 In any event, procedures, will be established for film proces-
sing to meet the needs of the users.
U-11 A scanning densitometer could be used to check the uniformity across the film.If so, step wedges should be printed on both sides ` of the film.
	 There appears to
be no real requirement for a scanning system.
^Y
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to ask for a rerun from TIDP. Inmost cases the former approach would be used.
Film which passes the quality check will then be used to prepare one black and white
contact print. The original film, in resealed cans, is delivered for interim archival
storage. The contact print will then pass through the various QA&S steps outlined
in Section 2. 2. 1. After the QA&S activities are completed, the archival film will
be delivered from Interim Storage through Job Control to the PPL. The PPL will
then prepare duplicate working masters (one positive and one negative). After
quality checking, the working masters will be delivered to the Reproduction Film
Library for cataloging and indexing. The original archival master will be sent to a
permanent Archival Storage area.
The working masters will be sent via Job Control for further reproduction;
i. e., Routine Production, PIO and special requests. Job Control will supervise
delivery of data and the return of the working master to the Reproduction Film
Library.
Black and white precision reproductions and color composites for selected
imagery will be prepared on the basis of a list deliverer? to Job Control from
the Classification Ceater. The appropriate film is retrieved from the Repro-
duction Film Library and cycled through the reproduction and quality check flow
before being returnee: to the library.
Montage preparation and copy will be prepared outside the reproduction
area but will also cycle through reproduction and quality checks via Job Control.
2.2.2. 2 Quality Control Procedures
I	 ' '
The ERTS data will be received at the Photographic Facility on 70 mm or
9 inch film. These data will have been recorded in T.iDP and delivered to the
facility as exposed, undeveloped imagery. The film will be delivered in sealed
cans or containers to Job Control. There, the film is receipted, logged, and
delivered to the Master Photographic Processing Laboratory (MPPL) (clean
room) for processing.
Success in the photographic processing requires establishment and
maintenance of high-quality standards. These standards should be reviewed at
I' See Appendix D for a discussion of the impact of 17 x 22 inch film for MSPS
display.
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frequent intervals. Quality standards include environmental cleanliness,
exposure control and processing control. Processing control is mainly deter-
mined by the chemistry, temperature and time. The chemistry to be used for
the initial processing will be determined by the type of film used in the system;
i.e., emulsion characteristics, gamma response, exposure range, latitude,
granularity and resolving power. Processing chemistry standards will be main-
tained by periodic chemical analyses i.e., PH and specific gravity measurements.
After the initial exposure and processing parameters have been estab-
lished, a preexposed 21 gray scale sensitometric strip, of the same type of
film used in the recording system, will be processed. Replenishment flow rates,
solution temperatures and times of development will be monitored and x ecorded.
The density measurements will then be used to plot a characteristic curve. Theze
investigations will determine the effective speed of the emulsion, its contrast,
latitude, and useful exposure range. If the results indicate that the processing
standards are acceptable, the ERTS imagery will be processed.
If the sensitometric strip indicates that the processing system is out of
the control range, no additional data will be processed until discrepancies have
been corrected. All control strips used in the processing system will be identi-
fied, analyzed and recorded for control references.
2.2.2. 3 Selection of Photographic Systems
The photographic functions for ERTS have been outlined in Section
2.2.2. 1. The systems envisioned for performance of the photographic produc-
tion function and the quantities of materials (film, paper, chemistry) required
for one year's operation (mapping the United States only) are specified in
Section 6. 2. In this section we will present factors affecting the selection of
particular photographic production systems.
Film Format Selection
The selection of an appropriate film format for the ERTS Data Center
involves tradeoffs such ass
a. The quality of production
b. The handling and storage requirements
C. User requirements
d. Cost
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Three film sizes are commonly used in aerial, photographic mapping operations
analogous to an ERTS mission. These are: 70 mm, 5 inch and 91 inch.
Current state-of-the-art in film manufacture can provide the resolutions
appropriate to the ERTS imagery in any of these sizes.
The process handling of any of these film sizes is accomplished by auto-
mated systems. Therefore, on this basis alone, there is little reason to choose
one size over another.
Storage volume of the 5 inch and 9 inch film size is obviously a
consideration. It becomes a major consideration with a volume-limited storage
area, The ERTS Data Center is still flexible regarding storage areas. Section
6. 1. 11 provides an estimate of storage space requirements.
The users are accustomed to working with all three sizes. The ratio of
9 1 inch systems to 70 mm systems is about two and one-half to one. Thus,2	 1the user community appears to favor the 9 - Z inch format.
The cost of the film may be a significant consideration for ERTS data
volumes. The cost of film and chemicals for one year of ERTS mapping of the
United States is presented in Section 6. 2.
In summary, user preference might seem to favor the 9 1 inch size.2
However, user preferences are heavily influenced by tradition and traditions do
change. There are certain applications, however, where the larger format may
be more appropriate (some of these directly relating to the ERTS Data System
are discussed in future sections). Cost may well be a deciding factor in the
final de c isions. (The United States is only a small percentage of the total earth
and global coverage is an ERTS design goal.
Equipment
The processing equipment for the photographic system can be readily
specified, assuming today's technology and our knowledge of existing equipment.
New equipment will evolve in the future and the equipment specifications must
be updated to account for the new technology. It is assumed that, regardless of
the choice of standard film format, larger size production will be required. A
list of currently available processing equipment appropriate to the ERTS system
is presented in Section 6.3
See Appendix D for a discussion of a 17 x 22 inch format for MSPS display.
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Color Compositing
The process of additive color printing from the mul.tispectral imagery
available fram, the ERTS RBV and MSPS to produce color composites is time-
consuming. Exposures must be made separately through three previously
registered negatives and filters. Exposure times can exceed two minutes or
more for each separation negative. This can be accomplished in an enlarger
if 91 inch color products from 70 mm are being prepared. Direct contact
printing would be used when using the 9 2 inch format directly. The total time
per picture for either approach will probably exceed 10 minutes, even if we
assumed automated means to achieve registration to within one picture element
as specified.
An alternate approach for routine color compositing is through a system
composed essentially of three or four projectors which have controllable filter
wheels and output controls. This type system is not readily available but experi-
ment4l unites isuch as the Fairchild system pictured in the Manual of Color Photo-
graphy may Ze available for modification. In this approach, the image registra-
tion would be accomplished in the following way.
a. Three dot-pattern negatives would be prepared from a glass-plate
master on a polyester film base. These would be used to align the projectors
and calibrate for the changes due to local heating from the projector lamp.
b. The projected composite image, in register, could be focused directly
on a 9 1i nch film plane for recording purposes.
It is estimated that this system could produce color composites, registered
to one picture element, in about one-third of the time required for the manual
approach.
2.2.2.4 Precision Processing
It is anticipated that the precision processing efforts will be divided into
three areas of emphasis:
In the first area, the significant nonlinear picture element displacements
in the RBV or MSPS electronic imagery will be corrected by appropriate digital
processing in TIDP. In addition to the rather straightforward corrections such
as line synchronization, bit loss, etc., a variety of photogrammetric transfor-
mations of the RBV data will probably be accomplished using the information
18
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inherent in the Reseau engraved on the vidicon screen.	 In the MSPS processing,
attitude variation effects occurring during the scanning period can be removed
by digital processing if they are known.
In the second area of emphasis, the linear factors relating to image
a element location can be approached through optical processing techniques.
(A brief discussion of optical data-processing techniques and discussion of some
appropriate tests on Nimbus HRIR imagery are included as Appendix B.) Some
applications of optical processing might include contrast enhancement of imagery
which is otherwise clear but has a fairly high level obstruction to vision due to
atmospheric turbidity.	 Optical approaches are similarly appropriate  for noiseP	 Y	 P	 PP	 Y
removal.	 Further investigation of all the applications of optical data processing
for the precision image processing is required.
In the third area of emphasis, there are elements of photographic proces-
sing which are required for precision image preparation. 	 These include optical
atio	 during processing, special exposure and developmentrectific n
	  p	 , proceduresp	 P	 P	 P
} for contrast enhancement, precise processing controls, etc.
2.2.2. 5 Film Storage and Retrieval Procedure
Due to the large amounts of film products to be handled by the Data Center,
on both a rorl ne and special request basis, there is a requirement for a system'
for efficient film storage and retrieval. 	 In order that any such system be respon-
sive to the external requests and internal logistics, the nature of the requests
' and logistics must be examined.
The working and master films will enter the Data Center system in a
parallel channel format; i. e. , each channel will be contained on a_ separate reel.
The total package per orbit will therefore contain seven reels of film. 	 As the
number of orbits increases it would appear efficient from an internal storage
volume and logistics viewpoint to combine the orbital packages into a coherent
grouping.	 The coherency of the grouping is in part dependent on an estimate of
the format in which user requests will arrive.
Experience with the Nimbus and ATS data center has indicated that the
requests are largely made on the basis of geographic location and time.	 The
ERTS will have exact orbit- keeping capabilities and the geographic location and
time will be highly correlated. 	 We therefore suggest that the archival masters
19
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and the working masters be arranged for storage according to geographic zone.
A manual retrieval system can be established which will be suitable for mechan-
ical automation in the future.
The mechanics of the storage and retrieval system are easily described
as follows:
a.	 Divide the United States into 12 zones according to ascending or
descending equator crossing longitude zones at 5 0 intervals.
b.	 Assemble all orbits of sensory data within a given zone into
500-ft reels.
c.	 Store the assembled data packages in storage areas which are
designated according to zone.
d.	 Each film package will be logged in on a form suitable for
preparation of punched cards.
	 Each addition to a package will
require a new log entry.
	 Film logs will contain the identification
and the location of the appropriate magnetic tapes.
e.	 A parallel listing of orbit number locations will permit cross-
referencing the retrieval system for orbit number
-type regaests.
The proposed system is similar to the " Track" system introdt*4ced by !
ESSA for the ESSA 9 and future ESSA satellites (reference: ESSA Film Archive
Note Memorandum, 12 May 1969).
Future mechanical retrieval systems could utilize the film package punch
card logs to program a mechanical conveyor system.
2. 2.3	 Data Collation Activity
The data collation area is essentially an active warehouse., All of the
functions of a (industrial) warehouse are included.
	 These are shown schemati-
cally in Figure 2-7 and listed below.
a.	 Receive photographic data from the PPL.
b.	 Distribute PPL
t
products to internal Data Center functions and to
external User Analysis centers.
C *	Receive DCS data from the DCSM and distribute as specified.
I
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d. Receive and file or distribute, as required, various computer
printouts, listings, etc. , generated by T&DS, etc.
e. Maintain a supply store for expendables utilized within the Data
Center,
f. Provide internal document duplication services for the Data Center.
g. Provide catalog preparation services for DCC and the Montage area..
h. Provide clerical support services for the User Services Center.
i. Provide interface services between User Services and the remainder
of the Data Center for data requests, public information, office
support, etc.
2. 2.4 Montage or Mosaic Activitie s
't
The montage preparation would begin with the delivery of the 70 mm RBV
and MSPS images from the PPL. * Initially, montages covering the United States
and perhaps eventually world coverage will be prepared. Montage boards would
be prepared before the arrival of the imagery. The NADUC techniques of mon-
tage preparation would be applied. The details of the Montage Catalog prepara-
tion will be presented in Section 3.3. An alternative of the full montage prepara-
tion is presented in Section 3.4.
o	 2.2.5 Data Classification Center
Classification of the quality of the image content and the amount of cloud
obscurement is an essential part of the communication responsibility for the
 ERTS Data Center. External (nonroutine) users may often select images for
retrieval on the basis of (a) a review of the montages, and (b) the statement of
image quality and cloud cover presented in the data-classification catalog.
Therefore, the classification activity is a significant element of the total DataY	 Center system. We have, however, specified a vary limited type 01 data classi-
fication. Any extension of the classification requirements may increase the
.,	 q	 Y
overall work load.
Selz Appendix D for an evaluation of the impact of 17 x 22 inch film on montaging.
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2.2.5.1 Classification Items
The items to be included in the classification catalog are listed below:
a. Satellite
b. Orbit (on which imagery is recorded)
c. Day, month and year (imagery is recorded)
d. Image principal point time
e. RBV and MSPS spectral .frames actually recorded
f. Latitude and longitude of satellite subpont
g. Satellite attitude and picture time
h. Sun angle at picture time
i. Latitude and longitude of picture principal point
j. Cloud cover by quadrant
k. Cloud distribution by quadrant
1. Atmospheric attenuation by quadrant (where no clouds)
m. Color  composite available
no General geographic features easily identified (optional)
o. Significant events easily observed in the imagery (optional)
2.2.5.2 Data Sources
The source data used by the classification specialists will be
a. Copies of the three RBV and four MSPS imagery received
routinely f rom the PPL.
b. Computer listings of the significant elements of the imagery,
such as sun angle, spacecraft attitude, etc.
C. Image annotation revisions, data collection platform location,
etc., transmitted from the QA&S activities.
DI
2. 2.5.3 Classification, Data Flow and Procedures
The general flow of data through the Data Classification area is depicted
in Figure 2-8. A single-channel classification procedure is presented. The
other channels should be displayed for review. The sensory data images for all
RBV and MSPS channels arrive from the PPL in a positive transparency format
(preferably 70 mm). * Associated computer listings may be delivered from
several sources. The primary input will be from the QA&S area. There are at
least two possible procedures to classify each data set. One method would
classify one sensor band of the seven sensor bands available. (The other six
would be displayed for guidance, but not classified.) The second method would
classify each of the seven serwor bands and attempt a "resource" classification.
Appendix A contains an approach to ERTS "resource" classification. Classifi-
cation of cloud cover distribution, atmospheric attenuation and determination of
picture principal point require only one spectral interval. We assume that one
spectral interval, e, g. , "green" can give a reasonable measure of atmospheric
obscuration; the "blue" channel should be worse, the red better. If, however,
the atmosphere obscuration is composed of larger than molecular-sized particles,
the simple blue "worse"/red "better" rule will not apply. All channels should
be viewed, but not all classified.
The procedures required to classify the data can be relatively simple and
straightforward or they can become rather complex if detailed image analysis is
performed on each data set.
Simple classification procedure:
a. All recorded image sets (three RBV and four MSPS frames per set)
and associated printouts are received in the classification area.
b. One sensor band is displayed in a viewer for analysis. The other
channels are displayed for quick review.
C* A 1;1, 000, 000 (or smaller scale) topographic map coverage of the
same area is displayed either in the same viewer or in an adjacent viewer.
d. The picture principal point is determined. Graduated cross-hairs
are superposed on the image to intersect the principal point. Upon the topo-
Y
See Appendix J) for a discussion of the impact of 17 x 22 inch filui on Data
Classification.
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graphic map another set of graduated cross-hairs are aligned to agree with the
cross-hair position on the image. Latitude and longitude are determined to a
hundredth of a degree. !4 ("Universal" grid overlays would also be very useful
to help determine picture principal points.
e. Cloud cover distribution is determined for each quadrant of the
image. (The cross-hairs aligned on the image principal point conveniently
quarter the picture. ) Cloud amount (where the ground is completely obscured)
would be determined in eighths or tenths of complete cloud cover. Distribution
of these clouds within each quadrant would be noted. The remainder of each
quadrant would have the ground visible to some degree. The information on the
noncloud-covered portion could be presented as a sequence of four numbers,
each being an estimate of the noncloud-covered portion in a quadrant (in eighths
or tenths). For example, 6187 could mean $n ot cloud covered (or 8 clo ud cover)
in quadrant 1 8 ground visibility in quadrant 2; clear or total ground visibility
in 3; 8 in 4.
The ground (where no clouds exist) could be sharply visible, hazy or
partially obscured by thin clouds. This quantity, when classified, would be
called the "atmospheric obscuration to vision of each quadrant.." It would indicate
the general clarity with which the noncloud-covered portion of the earth in each
quadrant could be viewed. The Manual of Photographic Interpretation indicates
that five levels of clearness can be identified from ground observations. Table
2-1 proposes a	 five-level categorization system for ERTS image classi-
fication.
This procedure could be used to determine the orbital positioning keeping
accuracy of ERTS. If the principal points can be defined to . 01 degree for
each pass over a given area (every 18 days approximately) the orbit drift
can be determined with a precision equal to the attitude determination
accuracy. An optical-electronic system was developed for Nimbus, i. e. ,
the Nimbus Photogrammetric Attitude System, which might, with modification,
provide a means to compute attitude and determine orbital drift at the same
time. (Ref. Nimbus Photogrammetric Attitude System Program Documen-
tation, J. R. Greaves, T. R. Markham, Technical Report No. 2, Contract
NAS 5-10114, Allied Research Associates, Inc., October 1966.
A
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Table 2-1
Image Quality Assessment
e
il
Code Degree of Obscuration Definition
1 No obscuration to vision No apparent contrast' '
 reduction
2 Light obscuration to vision Contrast reduced in low contrast
areas
3 Moderate obscuration to Contrast reduced in both low and
vision moderate contrast areas
4 Heavy obscuration to vision Only high contrast areas visible
5 Not dete rminable
The atmospheric obscuration would be coded as the level of obscuration
averaged over the noncloud-covered area of each quadrant; e. g. , if 6187 is the
ground-visible code, the obscuration might indicate 2321. This would indicate that
6 O quadrant 1 is affected by a light obscuration, Code 2; 8 of 	quadrant 2 has
moderate obscuration, Code 3; 8 of qua drant 3 has a light obscuration and 8 of
quadrant 4 have no obscuration. Remarks could be used to delineate point source
noncloud obscurations such as smoke-plumes, etc.
f. At this point, the frame of data would be classified and the imagery'
would then be advanced to the next frame for classification.
g. Upon completion of classification of a data orbit, the seven bands of
sensor imagery (including the one used for analysis) would be spliced onto reels
in the appropriate zone for browsing file storage and retrieval.
h. The completed log sheets would be forwarded to a catalog preparation
area.
The use of contrast reduction refers to previous apparently clear imagery in
the same area. It is entirely a subjective assessment. It may be possible to
use a micro-densitometer to define a semiquantitative value for obsc.urations
to vision in the future.
i
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i. The classification analyst would determine which images the photo
lab should process in a routine '' color format. This list will be forwarded to the
photo lab job control for processing. The list of color composites would be
included in the classification catalog.
2.2. 5.4 Data Classification and Abstraction Equipment
a. Two vertically mounted viewing tables, each capable of Handling and
displaying at least four reels of 70 mm film. 
sc * Each displayed image should be
about 8" x 8 11 . (One viewer would be csed for current data; the other for viewing
previous images of the same area.)
b. One vertically mounted viewing table for display of 1:1, 000, 000 topo-
graphic (and other thematic) maps stored on 70 mm color film.
co Stereoscope for viewing 8" x 8" positive color prints.
d. Projection device to transfer ERTS imagery to base map scales
between 1:5, 000, 000 and 1:250, 000.
e. Variable scale device (similar to Gerber Scale) capable of measuring
in 600 ft increments on an 8 11 x 8+1 print.
f. Medium power microscope (with calibrated glass to lay over 70 mm
images) for fine scale analysis.
g. Area measuring device (could be built into viewing device, stereo-
scope and/or attached to microscope).
h. Storage and print device. Used to store all data classification and
abstraction information so that an analyst in the classification area could quickly
recall past information about the area he is currently classifying. Alternatively,
an up-to-date catalog printout should be available for the data classifiers.
fl
(I
Routine color composites will include only those color combinations that are
previously described by the appropriate users. Designation of routine require-
ments for color compositing should be accomplished in the near future.
See Appendix D for influence of 17 x 22 inch film on the classification equip-
ment.
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2. 2, 5. 5 Research and Data Utilization Support
The main cadre of geoscientists in the ERTS Data Center will reside in
the Data Classification Center.
	 A significant effort of the cadre will be in
support of various user requests. 	 Another equally important set of tasks to
be performed will be;
	 (a) the support of various Data Utilization Experiments,
and (b) utilization-directed research. 	 The following will discuss each of these
tasks, and attempt to define their relation to the well-being of the ERTS Data
Center specifically, and to the ERTS program in general.
Data Utilization Experiment Support
Specification of the economic and management benefits which may be
expected from an operational Earth Resource satellite can only be derived from
the day-today use of the information gathered from an experimental system such
as ERTS.	 A series of Data Utilization Experiments to use ERTS data on a regular
operational basis is already planned by various user groups. 	 The ERTS Data
Center geoscientists can perform a useful role in these experiments.
	 In the
cases where the experimental program requirements specify interpretation of
the sensory data "in the field", the ERTS geoscientists can provide a knowledge-
able interface with the production phases of the Data Center. 	 In this interface
role they would monitor the usefulness of the data for specific uses. 	 A specific
" case, for example, might be in a "Water Availability" experiment where the
s	 o evaluate the existence an 	 extent	 f the surfaceu ers would be seeking t 	 l	 	 	 d	 _  o	 	  d  water
distribution.	 The ERTS Data Center geoscientists would, in this instance,
provide an imagery monitoring function to assure that the data sent to the users
are suited to the job. 	 In those experiments where the information required is
easily measured from. the sensory data, the ERTS Data Center geoscientists
s and	 on	 the results	 o f	 users.could perform the measurement	 	 send ly 	 	 t	 he 	
Utilization-Directed Research
Experience with NADUC has demonstrated the value of internally developed
ac
studies, displays, etc. , to stimulate new data uses.
Similarly, an important aspect of internal research activities is the routine
evaluation of sensor performance.	 Research analyses, including evaluation of
ground truth information and of the sensory data returned by ERTS, is essential
to performance of this task.
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2. 2. 5. 6 Classification and Abstraction Catalogs
The purpose of the classification and abstraction catalogs is to inform
potential users of what data is available, where it was recorded and to describe
(to a limited degree) the image quality in terms of cloud cover and discernibility
of ground features. The details of the preparation of these catalogs by the Data
Classification Center are presented in Section 3.2.
2.2.5. 7 Browsing File Preparation
Of the two sets of RBV and MSPS positive transparency imagery received
from the PPL, one will be utilized in classification while the second will be
formatted for browsing file display projectors proposed for use in the User
Services Center, It is assumed that the two sets will be formatted in the same
manner as is used for the archival and working master storage and retrieval
(see Section 2. 2. 2. 5). The film is arranged such that each channel of the RBV
and MSPS will be accumulated on separate reels. Five-hundred foot reels will
hold 16 passes (obtained over 290 days) over the same geography (assuming an
average pass over the United States yields 32 ft of film for each channel).
This film format will expedite browsing searches which may be initiated
for collection of imagery over a given geographical location, Conversely,
investigators that are starting with ERTS imagery may wish to look for signifi-
cant changes in a given area; this, too, will be facilitated by the proposed film
f ormatting system.
2.2.6 User Services Center (USC)
The User Services Center forms the main point of contact of the ERTS
Data Center with the outside user community. The User Service functions include;
a. Processing of data requests.
b. Preparing and maintaining a display area/work area for visiting
users to review the ERTS imagery.
IIk
c. Provide familiarization briefings on the services available in the
Data Center and publish supplementary information to assist users
in data interpretation. (This function will be assisted by the User
Services Support Group of the Data Classification Center. )
d. Mission planning - cloud cover prediction evaluation.
2.2. 6. 1 Data Requests
Data requests can take many forms from routine mail requests for photo-
graphic products to special requirements posed by an investigator visiting the
Data Center. Figure 2-9 provides a generalized picture of the steps which may
be involved in servicing user requests.
2.2. 6.2 Display File/Work Area
The User Service Center will be responsible for establishing and main-
taining a display file (browsing file) and work area. Display projectors for
efficient viewing of the 70 mm imagery are a requirement. Additional materials
k
	 that should be available for use include:
a. The original montage boards and 16" x 20" copies.
b. Copies of any appropriate false color composites.
C, Copies of the various catalogs, User's Guide, Montage and
Classifications.
d. Orbital listings and required working tools should also be available.
They may include:
Light tables
Variable scales
Magnifiers
Atlases
Reference materials
Expendables (pencils, paper, etc. }
Duplication facilities (Xerox, Polaroid, etc.)
(The duplication facilities will be available in the Data Collation Activity.)
[Request Received By User Services
Submit
	 No Letter to
Request to NASA Requestor
upervisor
Yes
Obtain Yes	 Is
Computer Computer Search
Printout Needed
No
U9er Services Makes List of Photo-
graphic and Non-photographic Data
Needed
Submit
Production Esti-
	
No Letter to
tes for NaASA Requestor
Yes
t
Photographic Data Production Request Forward
to Photo Lab Other Dato Requests Forwarded to
Appropriate Places
Data Received
Forward to Requestor Are
With Form Letter Ask Yes	 Data as
ing For Use and Results RequestedFrorn Data
No
Is it
Best We	 No Cortectand
Can Do Recycle
r
Yes
Forward to Requestor
With Explanation and
Form Letter
Figure 2-9	 User Request Processing Procedures
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2.1;x. 3	 Publication of User's Aids
^e6 These may be thought of as addenda to the User ' s Guide, and will be published
periodically as the need arises.
	
Examples would be;
K New false color methods
Graphical gridding methods for large attitude e rrors, etc.
2.2. 6.4 Mission Planning - Cloud Cover Predictions
Sensor on-time predictions for land coverage can be prepared as a function
of ascending node longitude. 	 All that is needed is an orbital track with a time scale
r	 j referenced to the equator crossing and a map on which to overlay this orbital track.
Sensor on -time predictions that will exclude cloudy areas could be prepared
by transposing predicted cloud positions to a base map on which an orbital; track
n	 o e	 a	 re	 E Spredictions,ea	 erca	 be	 v rlay d.	 Satellite cloud pictures,, ES SA 	 and weath  _ 
would be used to evaluate cloud coverage. 	 Areas of high cloud probability Can be
indicated on the base map.	 The mission planning section would maintain an accounting
of picture coverage as a function of area. 	 If an area has had little coverage, pictures
should be attempted, even if there is a high probability of cloudiness.
	
The planning
k section can also confer with the ERTS Mission Director to evaluate andP lan for useres
data requests.
2.3 Summary of Accounting Systems for ERTS Data
The foregoing discussions have described the elements of an ERTS Data Centerg	 g
c
to process, manage and disseminate data acquired by the ERTS satellites.
	
The empha-
sis of the analysis has been on the photographic products; however,: there is a require-
ment to provide an accounting system that will keep track of magnetic tapes as well.
The following sections will summarize the elements of an accounting system, suitable
for automation, that will account for allhoto ra hic products and will also provideP	 6	 P	 P	 P
a means to relate the Photographic products to the magnetic tapes from which the
photographic products were derived.
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2. 3. 1 Quality Assurance and Standards (QA&S)
The role of QA& S is to monitor, and initiate corrective action as required,
the quality of the sensory data acquired by the ERTS sensory systems, i. e. , the
RBV and MSPS. It is assumed that they will be assisted in this role by computer
printouts from TIl.-P. Section 2.2. 1 lists the required content of the TIDP printouts.
It should be noted that the printouts are to be generated on a predicted basis as well
as on an actual orbit basis. A prime task of the Annotation Monitor, the Video
Correlation Monitor and the Data Package Integrity Assessment function will be
to
a) Assure that the information on the photographic products and that
contained in the magnetic tapes are correct and compatible.
b) Add information to the printout that may be useful to future users;
g. , the occurrence and location, of a Data Collection Subsystem
ground truth observation, calibration and/or white noise analysis
information, etc.
The forms shown in Figures 2-3 through 2.5 present a_means for logging required
inf ormation. The actual f ormat to be used f or the logging f orms to eff ect change s
or additions to the TIDP listing should be determined through a careful review by
both TIDP and QA&S planning personnel.
2.3.2 Data Classification Center
The DCC generates a file of information on the quality and content of the
photographic products. This file must be coded to correlate with the updated TIDP
listing file which the DCC receives from QA&S. The reference file number of the
magnetic tape may provide an appropriate correlation. ,A coding format to be used
by DCC is discussed in Appendix A.
2.3.3 Photographic Production Laboratory
The PPL maintains the library of working masters from which most user
requests will be satisfied. The contents of that file will probably also include lists
of special products which have been prepared for users, lists of color -composited
frames, etc. The periodic Data Catalogs should contain appropriate listings of the
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rstandard and special data on hand. The logging forms discussed in Section 2.2.2.5
should provide a complete and updated listing of the film products on hand in the
library. There should be no requirement for melding this listing with the others,
but a requirement does exist to identify the magnetic tapes which correspond to a
given reel stored in the suggested zone system. Therefore, the tape reference
number(s) should be included on each film log.
2. 3.4 Abstracts from User Agencies
Abstracts for ERTS images which may be prepared by various user agencies
should be prepared in a form which can be melded with the classification listings.
The most effective way to code the abstracts may be through the user of the tape
reference number. Abstracts for any given frame from that tape would then be
recorded in the proper file of frame classifiers for subsequent output in the Classi-
fication and Abstract Catalog.
I "S.
13. CATALOG PREPARATION
The primary, method of ERTS Data Center communication with the
external user cornimunity is through the regular assembly and dissemination of
ERTS Data Center catalogs. These catalogs are prepared in various functions
of the Data Center. Overall responsibility for catalog preparation will reside
with the Data Center Director.
The four (and one alternative) types of catalogs include
a. An ERTS User'a Guide
b. An ERTS Sensory Data Classification Catalog
c e An ERTS Abstraction Catalog
d. ERTS Montage Atlases
e. An ERTS Sensory Data Classification and Orbital Montage Catalog
(This is a proposed alternative for the Montage Atlases. )
3.1 User's Guide
Since one objective, perhaps the most important one, of the ERTS Data
Center is communication of ERTS data to the user community, there is a require-
ment to provide the users with the details of the ERTS sensor system, opera-
tional procedures and Data Center procedures. In the Nimbus and ATS operation
this requirement has been met with a User's Guide. This guide, prepared in
cooperation with the NASA sensor experimenters, is issued prior to the launch
of the satellite. It provides the user with the information he needs for efficient
understanding of the total data system.
An ERTS User's Guide would be a valuable communication tool. Prepara-
tion of the guide would be delegated to the scientific and engineering staff 'in the
Data tenter. Actual responsibility could be placed on the Data Clan Mfication/User
Support Group supervisor since he should have the beet working understanding of the
complete data system.
3.2 Classification and Abstraction Catalogs
The main purpose of these catalogs is to inform users of what data are
available and to describe its quality. The data come primarily from the log
sheet information encoded in the Quality Assurance and Standards area and
in the Data Classification Center. Additional necessary items include an
36
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ascending made listing of all orbits with imagery and a U. S. map (or world map)
with a transparent subpoint track overlay to locate the imagery.
Perhaps the best method for organization of the orbital data would be to
group together all orbits which pass over an assigned longitudinal zone on the
earth. This organizational procedure would simplify most data searches by
users since they generally are looking for all imagery of a certain area. The
ascending node listing could also be organized in the name fashion. If the
catalog were bound in loose-leaf format and published monthly, the latest month's
information could be integrated with that from previous volumes.
If the first ERTS satellite concentrated on U. S. coverage only, the fol-
lowing scheme might be useful for a combined classification and "abstraction"
catalog;
Each orbit of data over the United States would contain, at most, about
14 data sets (three RBV and four MSPS frames per set). The basic information
on each data set can probably be presented in 80 units of coded information which
could be contained on one punched card. Only 20 lines of computer printout
(including heading information) would be required for each orbit of data. The
orbital data would, in turn, be organized by longitudinal zones. If one page were
allotted for each data orbit, three -fourths of the page would be blank. Into this
part of the page would go any abstraction or descriptive information relating to
that orbit. This data would be supplied by all classes of users as N,vell as by the
classification analysts. Users might find this abstract information as useful as
the classification information since it would identify; significant items, and suggest
items for further research as well as discuss the image quality and cloud cover.
Users could make more intelligent and precise requests for data based on this
information. The volume size for such a catalog (of the United States) would not
be large. There would be only 40 pages (40 orbits) every 18 days or about 400
pages every 6 months. Updated and revised information for a Specific orbit could
easily replace an individual page.
3. 3 Montage Catalog
3.3.1 Data Sources
a,
The montages could utilize high-quality 70 mm contact prints. Since the
reduced montage will probably lose image quality in the copy process, it is planned
to use the imagery from the RBV and MSPS which should displey maximum
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feature contrast. In most instances, the maximum contrast features will be
found in the green or red channel. 	 An attempt should be made, in photographic
processing, to retain and/or enhance the definition of the montage preparation
imagery.
3.3.2 Size and Scale
Evaluation of the size requirements for preparation of a global montage
from 70 mm contact prints indicates that a montaging surface would need to be
approximately 25 x 45 ft. 	 The process camera required to copy this large an
area would be operated f rom about 25 ft and would produce a 16 11 x 20 11 image.
Since a 16 11
 x 20 11 size reduced from 25 x 45 ft size is approximately a 25 x
reduction, the original 70 mm image size would become a 2. 5 mm image.
This is barely useful even for determining that an image exists at that spot
without trying to determine the picture content.
A regional approach to montage preparation has been selected. 	 Table 3-1
presents the major world land areas (these areas are outlined on a map shown in
Figure 3 -1 , and the montage size, picture elements and scale for a standard
1611 x 20 11 distribution format. 	 Note that the maximum working montage size is
90 11 x 8511 for Africa. 	 This size image will be much more suitable to work on
and it provides a reduced 70 mm image size of about 10 mm. 	 Although the
regional montages could provide useful information for prospective ERTS data .x
users, we recommend implementation of the alternative approach recommended
in Section 3.4.
3.3.3 Procedures
t'
The montage area would begin to receive the 70 mm contact prints as j
soon as routine production started in the PPL. Figure 3-2 presents a general
picture of the montage preparation data flow. The montage boards, prepared
pimagery,	 p	 grior to the arrival of the	 .contain sub oint tract: and ima e loca tion
information. The montage technician merely places individual trimmed 70 mm
images in the proper location on the board. After the montage board has been
photographed, the film is sent to PPL for development and subsequent distri-
bution to the catalog preparation area and to the Tiserp s Service Center.
Data for only and areas are expected forp	 he initial ERTS. The areas shown
on Figure 3-1 and the data outlined in Table 3-1 give maximum area sizes to
include the required land areas.
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3.3.4 Catalog Format
The montages of the RBV and MSPS images could be completed every 18
days over the United States and the pages shipped to the approved users along with
three overlay pages. The overlays, prepared on mylar film would contains
a. The location and identification of each frame making up the montage.
b. The geographic outline of the montaged area, including political
boundaries; i.e., state lines, national borders, and perhaps the
most significant local boundaries such as counties and even rough
approximations of the city limits.
co An overlay of predicted subpoint tracks for future passes. The
format should permit users to select, in advance, their coverage
of particular interest.
The overlays would be registered with the montages by appropriately
placed marks placed on both the montage and the overlay. We anticipate overlay
preparation by computer in advance of the operational requirement, but after
launch. The unique transverse mercator projection created by a satellite earth-
looking sensor field is not standard. An accurate projection must be prepared
from actual, definitive, orbital information.
At the conclusion of one year of ERTS operation the montage pages could
be assembled into a bound, printed catalog for general distribution to the user
community. If world coverage is obtained, a decision would be required regarding	 I
the total number of catalog volumes to be prepared.
3.4 Combined Data Classification and Orbital Montage Catalog (Alternative to
Montage Atlas)
As an alternative approach to the montage catalog we recommend a catalog
that combines the Data Classification Catalog (see Section 3. 2)' with a montage or
mosaic of the imagery from the listed orbits on the facing page. An appropriate
page size for this approach might be 11 1 ' x 17" with the catalog bound on the long
edge. The individual picture size in this format would be about 30 x 30 mm.
Three orbits would cover an area about 5 1 ' wide making it possible to provide a
sample of both RBV and MSPS on the same Page.. Simple montages should be
appropriate i.e., there should be no need to prepare mosaics.
I .k'
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4. ERTS DATA SYSTEM ERROR ANALYSIS
4.1 General
The ERRTS Data System is subject to a number of potential error factors.
In defining error, we include any factor which may compromise the design
accuracy limits of the system. The error sources arise from three places in
the total data system:
a. External
	
-	 spacecraft tracking, wim.ing, attitude, etc.
b. Internal (spacecraft)	 -	 optical electronic or mechanical factors
C * Internal (data proces- -	 electronics, photographics
sing
Figure 4-1 presents a display of the relative magnitudes of the anticipated
errors. The largest error sources, i. e. , attitude and orbital position, do not
influence the relative location of data elements in the image. Of the error
sources which do influence relative data point location, the Return Beam Vidicon
(RBV) sensor seems to have the largest potential. The Multispectral Point
Scanner (MSPS) should not be a major error source. Display , equipment will
influence data point location for both the RBV and MSPS. Photographic repro-
duction errors will influence the data point location but the error size will be
small, i.e., generally near the one-picture element range for storage, proces-
sing and environmental changes. The photographic errors are the only ones
which enter the system after receipt of the data at the Data Center. These will
be discussed in detail in the following section.
4.2 Photographic Errors
The primary photographic error sources are due to:
a. The physical characteristics of the film, base, and emulsion
b. The optics of any enlarging or copying processes
^	 1
The following sections will examine these error sources.
i{
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4. 2. 1 Film Characteristics
a. Dimensional Stability
Complete knowledge of the dimensional stability of photographic
materials is not available. Even glass plates exhibit size changes under severe
environment changes. Humidity, temperature and processing must be carefully
controlled for minimum dimensional changes in film. Table 4-1 presents a
summary of the available literature on the dimensional stability of polyester
based film^k . Note particularly that the response of the film to humidity and
processing is smaller in the case of the thicker bases; i. e. , . 0040 11 and . 0070'x.
b. Mechanical Properties
Although rather insignificant, in terms of photographic errors, the
mechanical properties of film are important. Polyester bases are exceptional in
this area. A force of 40 grams per mil is necessary to tear the film. Acetate
base films will tear with a force only one-fourth as great.
The tensile properties are also excellent for polyester films. The
yield strength (a measure of the point up to which applied loads introduce no
residual distortions) is 13, 500 psi, or some 2500 psi better than acetate. In the
ERTS operation, applied loads of 13, 500 psi should never occur. There is evidence
to show that some automatic processors, not considered for ERTS Data Center
use, can introduce distortions.
4.2.2 Optical Characteristics
The only point in the ERTS Data Center processing routine where an
optical element is introduced is in the preparation of 9" material from 70 mm or
5" negatives. The degradation introduced by the lens/film system is a function
of :
a, The illumination reduction and light-ray distortion produced by
a lens.
b. The spreadirg or scattering of the image in the emulsion.
*Acetate-based films are not considered.
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Since an optical enlargement system is considered, caution must be expressed
in selection of both the optical system and the film.
4.2.3 Optical System (including film) Analysis
The resolving power of the ERTS system is equivalent to about 50 lines/mm.
If we choose an optical system that can resolve significantly better than this (at
least thxee times), we should pass nearly all of the information on the original system.
Support of this statement is presented in a study by Yost (Phot. Eng. , March
1963.  20, No. 2). The problem of photographic duplication through enlargement was
carefully examined. The essential results of this study are:
"As long as the resolution of the optical system is appreciably greater
than the resolutions of films, projection printing with large magnifi-
cation in the first generation ... will theoretically produce higher
information content than will contact printing devie:es.
Yost's data suggests a loss of 15 to 20%Q should be anticipated from the first
generation to the next lower generation.
4.2.4 Required Controls for Film Handling
In order to minimize distortion and error due to film, dimensional stability,
careful controls are required at each level of handling. Storage procedures should
be established so that no changes will occur in the emulsion characteristics. Manu-
facturers recommend refrigera;tior. for long storage; i.e., longer than a few weeks.
Section 6.1.11 provides a discussion of storage requirements.
E'k= 1
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5. DATA CENTER RATES AND ESTIMATED TIME LINES
The ERTS Data Center will have certain specified requirements placed
on it for timely data dissemination. The probability of achieving a given
specification will be determined in part by the validity of the staffing, equipment
and data rate estimates developed in this and subsequent studies.
5. 1 Data Rates
The daily sensory data input for the United States and the world is
defined in Table 5-1. The table columns indicate the maximum pass time
(MAX-T), the minimum (MIN- T), the median pass time (median), the average
total number of RBV/MSPS sets/pass, the average number of sensory data
passes per day, the total film footage * per day in 70 min/9 1 ' x 9",',c* and a cloud
factor multiplier that indicates the reduced rate if only the areas with 5010 or
greater clear viewing were observed. The map shown in Figure 5-1 specifies
the limits of coverage and a typical cloud, cover situation.
Table 5-2 presents the total daily film footage required for archival,
routine production and 20% and 1076 special processing for totally clear conditions
over the Continental United States.
5. 1.1 On-Line
The "on-line" sensory data flow time lines for a single orbit sensor
output over the Continental United States is presented in Figure 5-2. A first
look at the full-resolution sensory display is possible approximately 30 minutes
after the time the exposed undeveloped film is received in the Master Photographic
Processing Laboratory. The first delivery of a contact print for use in QA&S takes
about one hour and a half. The quality and standards checking will require about
two hours at which time the archival film is edited and spliced on to seven
II
I
This is the archival RBV and MSPS data sets times seven channels. We assume
3.5 11 per data frame for 70 mm and 12 11 per data frame for the 9" x 9 11 . the extra
length includes the annotation and the inter-image gaps.
' See Appendix D for a discussion of 17 x 22 inch film for MSPS display,.
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separate reels with revised annotation if required. 	 Approximately four and one-
half hours	 the film has	 the QA &S functional	 it is	 forafter	 entered	 area	 ready
routine photographic reproduction.
	 Thus, routine initial distribution of the black
and white photographic products can occur in approximately nine hours after receipt
of the original data at the Data Center. 	 The color composite and precision processed
nr imager will require additional time. 	 We estimate an additional five to seven hours.
It	 that	 ERTS	 103.5appears	 the planned	 orbital period of	 minutes would permit
reasonable sensory data-handling for U. S. coverage even if the data were relayed
to the Data Center in real time.
	
However, in order to prevent nighttime and week-
end data backlog, a seven-day week for the "on-line' s activities is recommended. 	 j
5. 1.2	Off -Line`
The "off-line" activities include Data Classification, Montage preparation
and User Services. 	 Only the Data Classification Center activities have any irrptt.ct
on the on-line data flow in that they must provide the lists of frames suitable for 	 j
color compositing.	 It may be more practical to place this responsibility in the
QA&S on-line operation.	 Color composites to be prepared on a routine basis, e. g.
4 if all cloud-free images are to be color composited in a standard false-color format,
a list could be developed in QA&S.
	
This list could be delivered to PPL Job Control.
for routine processing.
5.1.2. 1	 Data Classification
Assuming the extremely limited type of cloud content and visibility obscura-
tion classification discussed in Section 2.2. 5, routine classification can be accom-
plished at a rate of 6 to 10 frames per hour.
	
Therefore, a single orbit can be
classified in about 2 hours plus some setup time.
	 As the classifier's experience
level increases, this time may be reduced to an hour and one-half.
	 Thus two
experienced image classifiers could easily keep up with the assumed United States	 Li
only inputs on a prime shift (8 hours per day, 5 days per week) basis. 	 Monday
morning would place thern some 8 hourz; behind, but they would be fully caught up
	 k
by 'Wednesday of that week. 	 The slack hours of the last half of the week could be
t.-ised to assemble the Classification Catalog material.
i
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5. 1.2.2 Montag t.;, Preparation
i
The montage or mosaic preparation work would begin directly upon receipt
Of the imagery from the Photographic Production Laboratory. If a montage is
prepared of the United States only, no more than about 3 to 5 minutes will be
required for each MSPS or RBV image frame. Two montage technicians could,
therefore, prepare all the required montages for the United States in a prime shift
of 8 hours per day, 5 days per week.
5.1.2.3
1
aiIf some form of a mosaic is prepared on a routine basis, about four times
the amount of manpower required for montaging will be required. However, if
mosai-:ing is not a routine operation, but is rather a special request item, it is
assumed that the two or possibly three montage technicians specified for the
Montage -'reparation activity could do an effective job.
5.2 World Coverage Estimates
The time lines for world coverage would be quite similar to the United
States only coverage. However, approximately 560 sets of RBV and MSPS imagery
will be entering the Data Center each day instead of the 33 postulated for United
States only coverage. Three shifts per day, seven days per week operation will be
required for all Data Center activities, on-line and off-line. Staffing requirements
would triple for the Quality Assurance and Standards activities but would quadruple
or more in the Photographic, Data Classification and Montaging activities.
5.3 Cloud Cover Reduction in Data Rates
Table 5-1 lists -a factor which indicates the percentage of reduction in sensor
operating time due to cloudiness in excess of 5456. A world average of about 4050
is anticipated.
Montage is the dimple presentation of the sensory images side by side as they
arrive in the MWntage area. No correction would be made for overlays or dis-
tortion in the map projection thus developed.
If I
1
i
1
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6. FACILITY, MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
6. 1 Facility Requirements
The photographic processing functions * of the ERTS Data Center present
some rather stringent requirements for facility planning. Environmental (clean
room) requirements are extremely important; Section 6.1.5 defines these require-
ments. Most of the other functions of the Data Center can be performed in ordinary
standard office space areas. In this study, we have examined the overall Data
Center facility requirements from two points of view: (a) within the constraints of
the space available in Building 23 at GSFC, and (b) from estimated projections of
the ERTS data system growth requirements. A reasonably detailed plan is presented
for the primary photographic processing requirements if they are to be contained
within the Building 23 area. A less detailed plan has been suggestedfor a future,
more flexible, facility combining the needs of a variety of imaging sensors on
unmanned satellites. Estimates are presented for each of the other elements of
the Data Center in 6.1.12.
6. 1. 1 Building 23 Plan for the Photographic Processing System
The GSFC facility floor plan shows a useable area of 5400 sq. ft. for
the Data Processing Photographic Laboratory. The plan for the total Building 23
floor space is presented as Figure 6-1. This plan predicates that the 5400 sq. ft.
area will contain the MPPL and PPL. (The numbered items in the photographic
aria refer to the equipment list.in Table 6-3 and are discussed in Section 6.3. 2. )
An additional 1250 sq. ft. area for chemical storage and mixing is required
directly above the MPPL and PPL processing areas. The montage photographic
activities (the process camera area) will require another 750 sq. ft. The total
requirements are, therefore, 7350 sq. ft.
Experience with the Nimbus and ATS Photographic operation has shown
that requirements placed on a photographic facility steadily increase and continual
acquisition of additional space and equipment is required. We feel that the
t
We assumed strip or roll film at 70 mm/ 9 11 x 9 11 ; see Appendix D for a discussion
of the impact of 17 x 22 inch film or the facility and equipment.
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proposed Building 23 area will not be adequate for any additional growth in the
ERTS system. The location will impose considerable design and construction
problems, some operating difficulties and may introduce some hazards. We
therefore, have prepared the following alternative plan.
6.1.2 Alternative Plan
The successful design of a precision photographic laboratory begins with
an understanding of the types of processing equipment that are to be used. The
area layout is then planned around those equipments and their constraints rather
than vice versa. The alternative plan would use the Building 23 area as the MPPL;
i.e., the photographic processing function associated with the QA&S activity,
Figure 6-2 presents a preliminary sketch of the proposed MPPL. Other SSA&S
functions could be placed adjacent to the MPPL facility. The chemical mixing
area is shown on the same level as the processing labs. A two-level concept is
to be preferred but the small size of the PPL mix and store area may not justify
this approach. If the area is placed on the same level, it should be isolated from
the remainder of the labs i.e., sealed walls, separate air-conditioning system
and separate drainage. The PPL would then be designed and implemented at a
ground-floor site at another location. If the facility grows, more room will need
to be made available either in Building 23 or at the other location; or it might be
more feasible to put the whole facility together in enlarged quarters.
6. 1. 3 Montage Preparation and Copy Area
Approximately 700 sq. ft. in close proximity to, but outside of the Photo-
graphic Facility, is needed for a montage preparation and copy area. This area
would not have to be a clean room but routine air-conditioning would be required.
E
Some type of dust control would be required if the area in located immediately
adjacent to the PPL since the paper cutting and stripping would introduce a I
serious dust problem.
The montages will be routinely prepared on large boards (up to 90 11 x 85 11 ).	 G
The proposed copy method reduces this large Pize image to a 161, x 20 1, print.
A large precision copy camera is recommended. This camera should accommodate
-'	 at least a negative size of 20 11 x 20 11 to recover the detail of the original image.
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Le geed
(1) Automatic Film Processor
(2) Sensitometric Exposing Room
(3) Automatic Film Processor
(4) Chemical Mix and Storage Room
(5) Automatic Paper Processor
(6) Continuous Strip Paper Printer
(7) Quality Control Instrumentation
(8) Editing and Splicing Room
(9) Archival Film. Storage
(10) Black and White Sensitized Material Stot zge
Figure 6-2 Master Photographic Processing Laboratory ("ViPPI.) --
Alternative Plan for Building 23 GSF C
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The copy will then be reproduced by contact printing for user distribu° ion. The
recommended copy camera system (see Section 6. 3.2) can meet the 201, x 2011
requirement and will also handle 32 11 x 32 11 negatives if required. Expeiience
with the NADUC has indicatll d that many and varied photographic ck,pying requests
can be anticipated.
6. 1. d Chemical Storage and Mixing
'
	
	 There is an obvious need to store and mix many types and amounts of
chemical solutions to support the MPPL and PPL operation. These operations
often use powdered chemicals which are not compatible with a clean processing
-	 area. We recommend that a separate mixing and storage area be provided above
the photographic processing areas. This design concept will provide a gravity
f	 meed system to all processing machinery. Attempts to install a pumping replenish-
ment system (in lieu of gravity feed) have not been entirely successful in the
NADUC operation. The operating cost and production interruptions due to pump
problems, etc., were far greaten than the extra cost required to install a two-
level gravity system.
Accordingly, it is recommended that 1, 250 sq. ft. of space be planned
for a chemical mix and storage area located directly above the processing labora-
tory. This area would require air-conditioning to maintain a cool and dry environ-
ment.
6.1.5 Environmental Requirements
Critical photographic processing activities cannot tolerate dusty or dirty
environments. The ERTS imagery presents resolution elements 25 ,µm in size
on 70 mm formats. Dus:; particles often exceed 25 µm. Thus, a "clean room"
area is required. The clean room environment recommended should maintain
a temperature range of 70 to 75 0F with a relative humidity between 45 and 50 % .
Dust removal equipment should provide for removal of 99.9% of all particles
larger than 1 micron. Early consultation with environmental control engineers
is required because the design of a ventilation and air-conditioning system
involves a complex as tie ssment of conditions; i. e. , chemical odors, heat from
motors, moisture from processing solutions, etc., that will exist inside and out-
tide the building when the laboratory is operating.
An area of 4060 sq. ft. is designated as needing "clean room" environ-
mental controls.
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t6. 1. 6 Water and Electrical Requirements	 }
The size of the main supply or intake pipe depends on the total amount of
water to be used in the installation.	 A general estimate of water usage can be
obtained if a consumption rate of 5 gallons per minute. (gpm) is applied to each
black and white processing machine and 7 gpm to each color-processing machine.
The proposed facility design introduces 7 black and white machines and 2 color-
processing machines, for a total rate of 49 gpm.
	
Additional usage will be obtained
from other manual processing equipment, such as washers, sinks, etc.
	 An esti-
mated gpm flow rate to sustain the complete facility would approximate 60 gpm.
A water pressure delivery rate 'of at least 35 psi should be pbtained at each
major piece of automatic processing equipment.
Photographic solution temperatures should be adjustable from 60 to 110°F
1° and are, therefore, dependent on reliable hot and cold water supply.
 
	 A cold
water supply should be at least 10°F below operating temperature., and a hot
water supply 30°F above operating temperature with the defined delivery rates.
A water supply filtering system should be installed on the main input to remove
50 µm or larger particles.	 Additional filtration for smaller particles 1 µm or
larger must be introduced at the service lines adjacent to processing equipment.
Electrical service to the laboratory is dependent upon types and amounts
	 ) G
of equipment. 
	 The automatic processors, dryers, and printing equipment P	 ersy ► 	 P	 go rateP
on a number of standard electrical services including 208 and 220 volts (single-
and 3 phase) and 110 volts.
	 Amperage loads ww-,uld be commensurate with equip-
ment requirements.
Voltage fluctuations on printing and enlarger lamps cannot be tolerated
and a constant voltage must be provided.	 (Changes involtage of electric current
are followed by corresponding changes in color temperature of tungsten lamps.
This, in tarn, alters the color balance of color transparencies and prints.
6.1.7 Internal Wall and Floor Finish
The ideal floor for ahoto ra hi p: laboratory should be waterproof, resis-P	 g	 p	Y	 P 
1
tant to chemicals and stains - nd skidproof,
	
t
Epoxy flooring can be utilized in all areas of a laboratory.
	 Ceramic tile
or Epoxy coatings should extend to a height of at least 5 ft on the walls of all areas 1
that will contain processing chemistry or sinks. I
6
6. 1. 8 Silver Reclamation Device
In recent years, considerable attention has been given to the conservation
of silver. Photographic films, plates, and papers release ilver during fixation
as do some stop or neutralizing solutions. Many and varied systems have been
designed to recover this silver. Generally, these systems are units attached or
adjacent to a processing machine. Consideration should be given to the possible
collection of all discharged solutions to one location to confine the silver recovery
to a single unit.
6. 1.9 Waste Disi;osal
The nature of photographic processing wastes requires that the drainage
line be constructed of acid-resistant and corrosion- resistant materials. In
addition, the line should be able to withstand rapid fluid temperature changes
without cracking. Many laboratory drain systems made with materials techni-
cally considered unsuitable have been used successfully over a period of years.
A wide margin of safety is ensured, however, by choosing a material that is
resistant to full strength processing solutions.
One recommended material is stainless steel. Although expensive, 18-8
Molybdenum Stainless Steel, AISI Type 316, is excellent for waste lines because
of its greater resistance to corrosion as compared with ordinary stainless steel
Type 304. Cast iron is the most commonly used material for waste pipes and
fittings, although it will eventually rust in the presence of corrosive solutions.
Various plastics, such as polyethylene, polyvinyl and polyester Fiberglas can
be fabricated into drain pipes of all sizes.
Large-scale processing machines operate on a continuously replenished
system, not in batches. During normal operation there is no dumping of solutions.
However, because of emergency and periodic maintenance shutdown or the ,exhaus-
tion of solutions, occasional dumping of a solution may be necessary. If this is
done suddenly, it may overload a waste-treatment plant. A sudden dumping may
allow some of the chemicals to pass through a treatment plant, polluting the
water into which the effluent flows.
The concentration of chemistry found in photographic processing effluents
is dependent on processing practices followed in the laboratory, etc. The water
consumption may be 5076 to 9076 of the total volume of chemicals flowing into drain
61
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and disposal systems. 'i'hese wastes generally contain less than .0055o of proces-
sing chemistry with machine wash water discharge or overflow. Other water dis-
charge from sinks, sanitary facilities, etc., will provide additional dilution before
it leaves the processing plant.
It is believed that a 100-gallon dilution or holding tank in an area adjacent
to the Data Center will provide adequate dilution for any emergency dump into the
building waste lines that may be contemplated with recommended processing
machinery in the ERTS Photographic Facility.
6.1.10 Maintenance
Preventative maintenance is the most important aspect of operating a
production laboratory.
Automatic processing equipment requires constant monitoring for wear
in the many small, yet important parts of a processing system. The replacement
of these parts must be made before breakdown. A spare parts inventory must
be held and updated on a continuing cycle. Necessary tools to provide a good
maintenance program must be acquired and stored properly.
An area approximating 8 1 x 8 1 would contain the required parts and tools
necessary to support equipment in this facility.
6. 1. 11 Sensitized Material Storage
6.1.11.1 Environment
C olor
Color films and papers are perishable products which are damaged by
high temperature and high relative humidities.
When films are intended for critical use, requiring uniform results, they
should be stored at 0  to 100F in a freezing unit. This type of storage will arrest
changes in film characteristics.
Film material removed from such storage should be allowed to reach
approximate room temperature before they are opened, otherwise moisture from
outside the package may condense on the film surfaces. A safe rule of thumb is
t
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lthe film should be in the processing environment for at least 8 hours before
introduction of an exposure cycle. A storage area for color materials should
provide 0 to 10 F at approximately 50% relative humidity.
Black and White
Black and white sensitized material stora;.*,e requirements are not as
critical as those required by color material. A storage area with a temperature
control capability to 40 0F and relative humidity to 4016 will provide ideal storage
conditions for materials to be used within one year.
Processed Film Storage (Black and White or Color)
Processed films will last for many years when handled and stored under
proper conditions, Color films do contain dyes that will deteriorate to some extent.
For the best storage they should be stored away from bright light. The recom-
mended storage environment that will''provide optimum image quality is a tempera-
ture of 600F, and a relative humidity of 30 to 4016.
Film libraries in the ERTS facility should be designed to provide the recom-
mended environment if the storage of the color and black and white archival and
working material is an important factor.
6. 1. 11.2 Archival and Working-Master Storage Space
Archival
For United States only coverage, the archival film storage requirements
are small. We estimate that all of the archival film for one year % s operation
(assuming a 70 mm roll-film format) can be stored in the equivalent of one security
cabinet (21 11 x 361, x 78 11 or 36 cu. ft.). World coverage would increase the space
requireme,, • s but the total archival space requirement would still not exceed 15
times that specification,.
Working Masters
The working film storage requirements are somewhat different than the
archival requirements. Different film sizes and Formats, i. e. , sheet as well as
roll, generated for a variety of users will need to be stored. Estimates of the
space required for U. S. coverage (70 mm roll film, positive and negative) are
about 72 cu. ft. For world coverage the estimates increase significantly to 1080
r
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r
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cu. ft. Additional spade will be required for the 9 11 roll and/or sheet film. The
facility flan for wilding 23 (Figure 6-1) provides ample space for U. S. coverage
but insufficient space for world coverage.
6. 1. 12 Suggested Data Management and Dissemination Facility Requirements
31
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The management and dissemination functions of the ERTS Data Center do
not place stringent requirements on the facility. Space requirements are rather
significant. The total for all of the Data Center Management and Dissemination
funtations is 4375 sq. ft. Figure 6-3 presents a general Data Center facility layout
that does not account for realistic TIDP space requirements. Facility security
is maintained by having all users enter through an area controlled by a receptionist/
guard. A secure door is suggested for employee accetts. The functional facilities
are arranged in logical order on the basis of distance from the Photographic Facility.
6.2 Material Requirements and Costs
6. 2. 1 Film
f
We believe that the quality of ERTS imagery can be maintained on 70 mm
black and white film and print products. The proposed optical enlargement to the
9" x 9 1 ' size introduces fairly small (15-20%) resolution losses. The 70 mm format
offers an economical production operation and will provide a negative size that
would be compatible with general photographic laboratory equipment.
The 10% precision imagery will be provided to users in a 9 1 s x 9 1, format
prepared by optical enlargement.
The production of color composite negatives with a projection system using
projected images registered on a screen and photographed as a color image, is
based upon an image size of 911 x 9 11 . All subsequent positive/negative duplication
and pnints of the 911 x 9 11 dolor composites will be prepared by direct contact
printing.
In preparing costs for film materials we have based our estimates  on the
projected daily Continental United States coverage discussed in Section 5, table
5-1. We have prepared estimates for production at 70 mm, 5 11 x 5" and 91 ' x 9"
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film. )'{ The special color and precision output is all at the 9 11 x 9" size. Tables
6-la, 6-lb and 6-1c provide estimated costs for U. S. coverage only with no
reduction for cloud cover.
6.2.2 Chemistry
The chemistry required for processing is, of course, a closely related
function of film size. On the basis of the estimates of film and print material
useage, presented in the previous section, we have prepared an estimate of
chemistry costs for the 70 mm, 5 11 and 911 * production. The estimated per ft
chemistry costs are the beat available at this time. In general, the estimates
represent a median of the quotes received from various vendors. Future price
changes could revise these estimates sharply. Tables 6-2a, 6-2b and 6-2c
provide per ft and annual cost estimates.
6.3 Photographic Equipment Requirements
6.3.1 General
The equipment described here for the photographic operations of the Data
Center represents a suitable type that could perform the required. functions. Many
other similar systems are available and should be evaluated prior to final purchase.
Photographic systems are continually being improved and updated. Consequently,
a system type recommended today may well be obsolete, or greatly improved,
tomorrow.
The itemized equipment presented in Table 6-3 and discussed in the next
section, will provide a production capability for U. S. coverage based on the
8-hour work day for the reproduction effort.
The listed equipment will also provide a production capability for world
coverage with additional work shifts. An additional Color Print Processor will,
however, be needed.
'See Appendix D for a discussion of 17 x 22 inch film for MSPS display.
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k6.3.2 Specific Equipment Description
6.3.2. 1 Black and White Film Processors
a. PakoRol Model 48-1 Black and White Automatic Film ''rocessing
machine or equivalent provides a process capability of sheet or roll film; i.e.
seven strands of 70 mm simultaneously or four rolls of 9 2 " at speeds up to 60"
per minute, dry to dry.
b. "LogEtronic" E1070, or equivalent, provides film-to-film or film-to-
paper printing with exposure control or dodging enhancement for ^ , oll film sizes
from 70 mm to 9-1 11  at the rate of 4 ft per minute.
C. PakoPak Model 2/2 Automatic Black and White Paper Processor or
equivalent, provides continuous strip processing of four 70 mm, two 8 11 , one 101, or
one 161, width strands at 8 ft per minute.
6.3.2.3 Color Film Processor
a. Kodak 1811 Color Film Processor or GAF Wide Width Color Film
Processor or equivalent, provides continuous color roll film processing capability
at speeds up to 6 ft per minute.
b. Color Precision Processor, Arkay Rolor Basket line or equivalent,
for C-22 or E-4 processing line.
6.3.2.4 Color Print Processors
PakoPak Model 23 G or equivalent, automatic color print processor,
provides continuous strip processing of two 8 11 0 one 10 11 or one 161, width strands
at 2 ft per minute.
6. 3.2. 5 Enlarger and Printers
Enlargers
a. 70 mm Enlarger provides extract capability for selected enlargements.
i
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b. Black and White enlarger fixed focus for 70 mm to 9111 imagery and
automatic advance in magazine. This is a system that can be considered for day-
light operation. No system is known at present, but design concept can be engi-
neered by Allied Research.
C, Kodak Precision Enlarger 10-20-40-X or equivalent, provides precision
enlarger capability for negatives 70 mm to 9 2 It.
Printe r s
a, EN6A or LogEtronic 10/70, or equivalent, continuous strip printer for
1:1 paper or film printing in widths from 70 mm to 60 ft per minute.
b. Rainbow continuous printer or equivalent for duplication of color or
paper imagery to color film or paper, capacity 70 mm to 9 2 11 film widths at
speeds up to 100 ft per minute.
6. 3. 2. 6 Quality Control Instrumentation
a. Macbeth TD 404 or equivalent B&W and Color Densitometer
b., Macbeth RD 100 or equivalent
C. EG&G Mark VI Sensitomete r
6. 3.2.7 Color Composite Projection System 	 i
Composite color negative projection registration and copy system:
The unique display registration and photographic recording elements that will have
to be incorporated into this system may require the design and fabrication of
equipment or modification to known equipment. A production concept envisioned
for ERTS color compositry that may offer a potential with design modification
is the Multispectral Additive Color Viewer, manufactured by the Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corporation. A cost estimate cannot be ascertained at this time.
6. 3. 2. 8 Copy Camera
Process copy camera that will provide copy negative capability up to 32 1, x
32 1 ' if montage effort is to be considered. If not, a smaller camera will suffice
for other copy requirements.
s
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i6.4 Personnel Estimates
Table 6-4 presents an estimate of the number and general categories of
personnel required to operate the Data Center. The estimates are based on the
expected data rates defined in Section 5. The time linen presented in Section 5 	 i
were predicated on: (a) The ' i on-line' $ operations; i.e., Quality Assurance,
MPPL and portions of PPL and Data Collation operating on a 7-day week, 8 hours
per day basis; and (b) the "off-line" operations, i.e., data classification, mon-
Cage, User Service, etc., operating on a 5-day week, 8 hours per day basis. These
considerations are reflected in the personnel listed in Table 6-4. Personnel cost
estimates can be readily obtained by assigning representative pay scales to the
identified categories.
The background and training requirements for the personnel listed in
Table 6-4 are widely varied. The following discussion will attempt to briefly
describe the pertinent requirement:
Accounting and Sorting
o	 performed 'n this function is largelyThe work t be  rf	  i	 g y clerical in nature
and dependable high-school graduates will be suitable.
Quality Assurance and Standards
The work of the QA&S group requires a number of skills. 	 The group
supervisor should be an experienced technical college graduate at the Masters s
level.	 He should have some skills in image interpretation, image processing and r
an awareness of electronic sensing and display procedures. 	 Two of the QA&S
personnel, namely, the Calibration Monitor and the Data Package Integrity super-
visor, should be exp( }_e.„ced technical college graduates at the Bachelors level or
equivalent.	 Their experience should parallel the QA&S supervisor's experience;
i.e., having skills in image interpretation, image processing and electronic sensing
and display.	 If optical data-processing techniques are to be used for noise analyses,
an individual trained in application of those techniques will be required.
The remainder of the QA&S functions can be accomplished by persons
from
	
Degreewho may have had some technical background	 military schools or non-
technical schools. M'
An extremely limited type of classification is assumed in the time line estimates.
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78 1
Photographic Systems
The photographic processing functions of the ERTS Data Center should
be under the direction of an experienced precision photographic laboratory super-
visor. The background of the supervisor should include at least 15 years' experience
in all types of photographic processing in color and black-and-white. A 5-year
background of experience and/or education in photographic optics and chemistry is
essential. The photographic laboratory supervisor should have a color specialist
supervising the color processing.
The background of the color specialist should parallel the laboratory
supervisor. The eight color and black-and-white photographic technicians should
have at least five years' experience and one years' training in photographic theory.
The more junior laboratory helpers should have one or two years' experience and
some training in photographic processing.
r
L`	
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Montage and Data Collation activity can be staffed with dependable high-
school graduates. Experience in an environment such as the Nimbus/ATS Data
Center would be very useful. The data-collation supervisor should be capable of
handling a small printing shop. This will probably mean 10 years , experience in
managing the job coordination aspects of a technical publications organization
since one task to be performed in data collation will be to assemble catalogs for
subsequent delivery to a reproduction facility for printing and periodic binding into
volume s.
Data Classification Center
The Data Classification Center will employ the majority of earth scien-
tists in the ERTS Data Center. Four of the scientists should have a Masters degree
and at least five years' experience in remote sensing as it relates to the Geology,
Hydrology, Agriculture/Forestry and Geography disciplines. Another individual
should have a Bachelors in Meteorology or Oceanography, with four to five years'
experience in atmospheric remote sensing.
The reason for having qualified earth scientists is rather obvious if
resource classification is to be done; however, many more than five will be required
if extensive classification is undertaken. The reason, in the case of the limited
classification, is to provide a qualified interface between the data-processing function
and the potential users. When users come to the Center, these scientists could assist
them in obtaining the information best suited for their individual needs.
E^
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The other personnel in the data classification area should be required
to have experience in splicing film, preparing film logs, etc. This work can be
performed by non-Degree technical school graduates. A key-punch operator will
be required at least parttime.
User Service Center
The User Service Center has essentially two main activities: (a) To
provide the facilities, tools and assistance needed by users, either those who come
to the Center or those who write to the Center; and (b) to monitor and format, if
required, cloud-cover predictions received from ESSA or other sources. The
scientific assistance will probably be provided from the Data Classification Center.
However, at least one person with an education at the Bachelors level in some earth
science discipline and experience in remote sensing applications should be available
to provide general assistance and relay questions to the appropriate individuals. A
librarian with experience in a small, scientific library can serve as librarian and
receptionist. A meteorologist with a Bachelors degree and experience in interpre-
tation of satellite photography will be required. for monitoring and formatting of
cloud-cover predictions for sensor programming. A key-punch opcator will be
required parttime for logging user requests, etc.
Systems Analysis
Two persons with extensive backgrounds in the scientific aspects of
remote sensing will be assigned to the Systems Analysis group. These persons
should have Bachelors degrees and 8 to 10 years of experience. in remote-sensing	 F
prograrns. Their scientific backgrounds could have emphasized most any discip-
line where remote sensing is applied. They should be selected for their interest
in the technology of remote sensing.
Data Center Management
The Data Center Manager should have a background which includes, in
addition to skills in personnel management, a comprehension of each of the activities
to be performed. A Masters degree in some field of remote sensing with 10 years'
recent experience in managing remote-sensing data programs would be a minimum
requirement,	 -
In addition to the Data Center Manager, there should be a Senior Scientist
to oversee all the scientific operations. The Senior Scientist should have a specialty
in remote sensing with emphasis on the technology of sensing. A Masters degree with
10 years' experience should be an acceptable background.
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7. PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA CENTER
The establishment of a major facility like the ERTS Data Center requires
extensive advanced planning in order that a functional system be available at
launch. Figure 7-1R presents an ERTS Data Center implementation plan for defining
seven activities and the time frames within which they miist be completed prior to
ERTS launch. The seven activities include;
a. Preparation of - detailed facility plan
b. Specification and ordering of long lead time equipment
C. Development of detailed operating plans
d. Specification of and ordering of operating materials (expendables)
e. Installation of major equipment
f. Recruiting and hiring of operating staff
g. Training of operating staff and publication of prelaunch guides to users
7. 1 Preparation of a Detailed Facility Plan
The facility plan presented in this report provide  the major outlines for a
complete ERTS Data Centex facility plan. During the period covering the last
quarter of 1969 and the first quarter of 1970, a complete facility plan should be
developed. This plan should refine the specifications presented in this report to
the point where actual equipment ordering can begin.
7. 2 Specification and Ordering of Long Lead Equipment Items
Some of the equipment required for the ERTS Data Center operation, e. g.
the proposed color composite projection system, the precision photographic
enlarger, soma film processors, etc., are long lead items and. thus should be
ordered as soon as practicable. We have identified the period covering the middle
five months of 1970 for the detailed specification and ordering of these equipment
items.
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7. 3 Development of Detailed Operating Plains
Development of detained operating procedures for the ERTS Data Center
	
f
should be a continuing effort beginning early in 1970. The procedures sketched
out in this report can provide a baseline, but the detail of the operational plans
will require iterative analyses through the entire planning period.
I
7.4 Specification and Ordering of Operating Materials
In order to achieve a unif'urm quality in photographic products, it is usually
necessary to use a single-emulsion production run. The same type of emulsion
cannot be exactly duplicated from one batch to the next. (Color is more affected
by emulsion changes than is black-and-white) and observation of changes in tone
or color in a given area is important to the ERTS program. A 90 -day supply of a
single emulsion batch (approximately five separate observations of the same geo-
graphic locality) seems acceptable from a storage and manufacturing viewpoint.
The total amounts of film to be used during the planned one-year operation of ERTS-A
is large (see Section 6.2. 1 for estimated footage), hence given a 90-day production
run of a single emulsion batch will be large. The manufacturers capable of handling
such large orders usually require fairly extensive lead times. Similarly, require-
ments can be stated for chemicals, photographic paper, etc. We have specified the
period from last quarter 1970 to mid-1971 for completion of the ordering processes.
7. 5 Installation of Major Equipment
The major equipment required for the ERTS Data Center operation (primarily
in the Photographic Processing Laboratories) involves fairly extensive installation
and checkout. Each major equipment element must be fully checked out and certified
as operable prior to the launch, since extensive training and total system exercising
will be required during the period immediately prior to the scheduled launch. We
have estimated that the period from last quarter 1970 until last quarter 1971 be •utili-
zed for major installation and individual element checkout.
7. b Recruiting and Hiring of Operating Staff
In this activity, we have assumed that the lead personnel, will already be
employed and heavily involved in the planning efforts. The operating staff will,
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Ntherefore, include only those personnel who are required for the actual operations
of each Data Center element. A logical hiring order should provide for early
procurement of highly skilled equipment operating personnel and, later, procure-
ment of those whose activities require less detailed skills. A six-month period
for the recruiting and hiring efforts has been outlined beginning in mid 1971.
7. 7 Training of Operating Staff and Publication of Prelaunch Guides to Users
Experience gained during the operation of NADUC indicates that the newly
hired personnel should be placed in a training program immediately upon reporting
for work. We estimate that the training program will utilize a classroom and in-
service format that would provide each individual with an understanding of the
complete system, its goals and requirements, as well as with an understanding
of the details of his particular task.
Some of the newly hired personnel may assist in preparation of an ERTS
Data System User's Guide. This document should be prepared with the most up-
to-date information possible on the ERTS system. It should, however, be published
and distributed to designattd users before launch.
We have outlined the period from mid 1971 until the beginning of the
system check preceding launch and operation of the satellite for these training and
publication activities.
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8.	 SUMMARY
The elements of a Data Center for the management, processing and dis-
semination of photographic products generated by the Earth Resource Technology
Satellite (ERTS) have been specified. 	 The functional elements of the Data Center a.
include:
a.	 A Quality Assurance and Standards Activity (QA&S) which performs
monitoring, accounting and evaluation functions to assure stringent quality
control of all data distributed to the various user centers. 	 A Master Photographic
Processing Laboratory (MPPL) is a functional part of the QA&S activity. 	 Section
2.2-. 1 presents the QA&S discussion.
b.	 A Photographic Production Laboratory (PPL) which accomplishes all )
routine, special and precision (including color compositing) photographic proces-
sing.	 The MPPL, functionally a part of QA&S, is, physically located in the PPL.
Archival and working storage for film is included as a part of the PPL. 	 The
PPL is a central activity in the Data Center and its specifications have, therefore,
been emphasized in this report. 	 Section 2.2.2 covers the functional activities of
the PPL, while Section 6 provides a detailed facility, equipment and expendable r,
materials coverage.
C.	 Data Collation Activity (DCA) which provides a variety of shipping,
receiving, duplicating, etc. , services for the rest of the Data Center. 	 This
element is operated in away not unlike a warehouse. 	 Section 2. 2. 3 provides
some brief discussions of the DCA.
d.	 A Montage or Mosaic Preparation activity, 	 This activity provides
the space, equipment and personnel to assemble montages or mosaics of Some
of the photographs received from the ERTS Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) or Multi-
spectral Point Scanner (MSPS) sensor system.	 Montage catalogs are specified
as one form of communication with the user community.	 Analyse's were prepared
of the montage sizes and formats which suggested that the picture size might be
too small to be useful.	 The montage function is discussed in Section 2. 2.4.	 The
detailed preparation of the Montage Catalog is presented in Section 3. 3.	 An
alternate catalog approach is discussed in Section 3.4.
1
a. ^
e. A Data Classification Center (DCC) where the information content of
the imagery is examined and the cloud amounts and atmospheric attenuation is
measured and logged for inclusion in a Data Classification Catalog. A proposed
scheme for the "on-line" classification of resource information is included as
Appendix A. A proprosed retrieval program (the SICSP program) utilizing the
data classification scheme is also presented in Appendix A. The Data Classifi-
cation Center discussion is presented as Section 2. 2.5.
f. A User Service Center, where potential ERTS data users may direct
inquiries, reviews the existing ERTS imagery, performs initial studies, etc. is
proposed. This Center will provide the consulting services of the geoscientists
resident in the DCC to those users that require them. The User Service Center
will also provide support to Mission Planning through evaluation of cloud cover
information, predictions, etc. , and development of sensor operation listings based
on prescribed cloud thresholds. Section 2.2. 6 describes the activities of the
User Service Center.
In addition to the functional element specification this study has examined
and provided specification of:
a, Data rates and data flow time lines (see Section 5).
b. Facility, equipment and material requirements for one-year
operation over the Continental United States (see Section 6).
co Some preliminary analyses of photographic processes and materials
that can influence picture element accuracies (See Section 4). 	 ..,e
A plan is presented for the further implementation steps necessary to
provide an operating Data Center in time for an ERTS launch in early 1972 (see
Section 7).
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER ERTS DATA CENTER INVESTIGATORS
9. 1 Quality Assurance and Standards
In the QA&S activity, there are three items which. are discussed in the study
that should receive further emphasis:
a. The utilization of optical data-processing techniques for diagnosis of
noise which may be introduced into the signal at any point from the satellite to the
ground display. Further study should be directed toward the application of the
optically diagnosed noise information to improvement of the digital sensory tapes.
Processing filters can be derived from analyses of the Fourier transform.
b. The annotation presented on the RBV and MSPS film records will prob-
ably be entered by the display equipment. Revisions to the annotation may require
a complete rerun of the imagery unless a system can be devised for manually
revising the annotation in QA&S. Some emphasis should be directed toward a
review of available systems for manual annotation.
c. Monitoring of the sensor calibration is important. Onboard calibration
systems are envisioned. The final assessment of the imagery calibration may be
accomplished through the use of data taken by Ground Truth sites. Some emphasis
needs to be directed toward definition of how the Ground-Truth data, perhaps col-
lected by the Data Collection subsystem, will be used to monitor the calibration
integrity.
9.2 Photographic Processing Systems
The photographic systems are an important element in the ERTS Data Center.
Many items discussed in this phase of the report are necessarily defined in skeleton
form only. Furthe , studies are required to further define and establish these items
and tasks. These studies include;
a. The need to develop processing standards for the ERTS data regardless
of the type of display equipment or film that is used. Manufacturers' specification
for processing often means little when the other elements of the system, are only
poorly known. A continuing study of the system-processing standards for film is
required. Tests should be performed using the candidate display equipment. it
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These tests should be expanded to include simulated outputs from the ERTS sensors
as soon as they become available. The outcome of the tests should be a set of
standards that can provide an initial basis for photographic processing of the "on-
orbit" ERTS sensory data. Subsequent adjustments will undoubtedly be required
as the characteristics of the system, including the atmosphere, become known.
b. The method for preparation of color composites for ERTS is not now
well established. Standard additive procedures can be used. This process is,
however, time consuming. The suggested projection system is not a standard,
off-the-shelf item. Investigations need to be conducted to define the requirements
and specifications for a projection compositing system.
C. Color composite is a poorly defined term. Available definitions might
suggest that a color composite is any color presentation that either reproduces the
natural color of the scene or enhances some phenomena in the scene. In either
case, standards for exposure and processing must be developed to permit routine
preparation of color composites.
A study is required to first define the range of color composites tl_f."
the routine users may require and then to perform experimental tests to define the
processing standards required to reproduce the defined color composites. This
study should include evaluation of techniques for registration.
d. Some phases of precision processing may be accomplished through other
than digital means. These may include the use of optical data-processing systems,
optical rectification, etc., and must include the photographic exposure and proces-
sing considerations.
A study should be accomplished to define the appropriate type of non-
digital systems required to perform specified jobs in precision processing. The
study should also examine the additional requirements that may be placed on the
photographic system by precision processing; e. g., contrast enhancement, grain
size control, and special film requirements.
e. A system for Film Storage and Retrieval is suggested. The initial
implementation of this system may be in a manual mode. Subsequent development
may lead to a mechanized system. A study should be performed to evaluate the
suggested Storage and Retrieval system in terms of the requirements for possible
mechanization of the system.
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f. A facility plan is presented for use of Building 23 space. This space
does not appear adequate for further growth in the ERTS Data Center. An alter-
native plan suggests that the initial processing laboratory, i.e., the MPPL, might
be placed in Building 23 with the production laboratory PPL as a part of a large
central photographic processing laboratory for Goddard. This central laboratory
could provide for the photographic needs of all imagery producing satellites at
GSFC .
A study of the requirements for a GSFC central scientific photographic
laboratory should be accomplished.
g. Environmental control of photographic processing and film-handling
areas is important to precision scientific imagery management. The discussion
in this report outlines an area some 4000 square feet in size as requiring "clean
room' conditions. This requirement may be overstated. Some further study
should be directed toward the establishment of a reasonable standard. The advice
of qualified environmental engineers should be sought during this study.
or
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ll9. 3 Data Quality Classification and Montaging
Two methods for communicating ERTS data availability, quality, etc., to
potential users are through the: (a) Data Classification Catalogs, and (b) Montage
Catalogs. Some aspects of the preparation and dissennination of these communi-
cation catalogs will require further study. These are:
a. The suggested scheme for data content (cloud and-obscuration) classifi-
cation presented in this report is extremely limited in: scope. Time lilies for
classification are based on this limited classification system. Further studies
should be accomplished to determine user requirements for classified information.
Following this, a revised statement of personnel requirements may be prepared.
b. Montages have been used to advantage in the Nimbus program,. Analyses
during this study of ERTS montages suggest that the world montages are practically
worthless, regional montages will be somewhat more useful but will still present
too small an image to the potential user. An alternative to the world or regional
montage is suggested which combines the Classification Catalog and the montages
using orbital montages for two or three orbits on the page facing the classification
listing. A limited amount of additional study is required to c-ompletely delineate the
format and procedures for preparation of this suggested alternative to montaging.
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9.4 Implementation
It is rather obvious that implementation of the ERTS Data Center plan will
require a continuing effort. Some of the most important considerations are:
a. Development of detailed operating plans. This will be a continuing
effort until all elements of the ERTS system have been defined.
b. Specification of a detailed facility plan. This study has emphasized the
photographic facility, In the very near future, a study should begin to provide a
completely detailed facility plan.
CO Some elements of the equipment for the ERTS Data Center are long-
lead items. Definitive specifications should be developed as soon as possible so
that orders can be placed.
d. Training programs for the ERTS Data Center personnel will need to
be prepared well in advance of the actual hiring of personnel. Work should begin
on the required training materials as each element of the Center's operation
becomes more clearly defined.
i
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APPENDIX A
RESOURCE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME, SICSP DISCUSSION
A. l An ERTS Resource Classification Scheme
The task of creating a resource classification scheme applicable to ERTS
pictures is a formidable one. At present, no single classification system exists
which is ,generally suited to all purposes (Manual of Photographic Interpretation
1
ASP, 1965, p. 563).  The image interpreter is, therefore, confronted by persis-
tent problems of terminology and classification, as well as problems of image
identification.
The disadvantages of creating any classification scheme are:
a. Limited utility because classes are likely to be incompatible with
other systems.
b. System may have built-in personal bias due to either unorthodox
	 }
definition of terms or to false logic.
co There is no way to define all classes; i. e., there is always a
miscellaneous class left.
The initial classification scheme that we present here should be further
developed and revised by scientists knowledgeable in the various disciplines
aided by ERTS.
The classification scheme follows a program developed for Nimbus.
	
It
appear s flexible enough to permit inclusion of the classifiers required by the
various disciplines that can be aided by the ERTS and to permit addition of sub-
classes after the program inception, if needed.
The geophysical data content of the ERTS picture can be classified into
10 major categories, 	 of	 be further	 The major levelseach	 which may	 subdivided.
are:
Geology and Geomorphology 	 1000
Vegetation	 2000
Inland Waters - Hydrology	 3000
Cultural Features	 4000
3
Ocean Conditions	 5000
Regolith	 6000
Meteorological Features	 7000
Il Extra" or Open Category 	 8000
Miscellaneous Information	 9000
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Figures Al to A7 present a logic-tree breakdown of the major classification
levels. The classification codes would be inputs into the Sensory Information,
Cataloging, and Search Processor Program (SICSP). This program is discussed
in Section A. 2.
The ability to detect and identify surface features will be indicated in
Figures Al to A7 by the following code:
No asterisk
	 GOOD
One asterisk <	 FAIR
Two asterisks
	 POOR
Resource Classification Center Aids
Individuals versed in photo interpretation would encode information extracted
from each set of RBV and MSPS pictures on computer cards, following the proposed
classification scheme. To aid in the analysis, the photo interpreters would rely
on:
a. A library of maps on 70 mm, 35 mm or microfilm.
b. A library of cataloged ERTS pictures on 70 mm film together with a
printout of data content (a copy of an up-to-date ERTS catalog).
c. Various templates for cloud amount determination, and for location
classifiable features on a picture,
Map Library
A library of topographic, geologic, vegetation, etc., maps on '70 or 35 mm
roll film (in color). It is possible that the U. S. Geological ,Survey has such a
library available (on microfilm or 35 mm), and the Data Center can get a copy and
the appropriate viewing equipment. If it is not available, then it should be constructed
at least for the United States and at least from. 1:1, 000, 000 topographic maps. A
microfilm -wader such as is available from IBM or 3M will have the capability of
searching and displaying the map required. The input to the reader would be a
code number keyed to the type and area map desired. Also worth investigation
are the Army Map Service Retrieval System, and the IBM microfilm retrieval
system.
Cataloged ERTS Pictures
A copy of past RBV and MSPS 70 mm pictures already analyzed for data
content with the corresponding data contents on computer printouts can be used for
comparison with new data and for detecting changes.
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Color Composites
ERTS color composite pictures illustrating typical classification would be
used as an aid in the classification of other ERTS pictures. It is foreseen that
this would'be a limited file and capable of being kept as 8" x 10 11 prints in loose-
leaf binders.
A.2 The Sensor-Information, Cataloging, and Search-Processor Program (SICSP)
Data encoded by the Data Classification Center will be operated upon by
the SICSP to computer-generate the ERTS catalog. A general picture of the
SICSP is presented in Figure A8. The SICSP is conceived along the same lines
as the SIP, successfully employed in the Nimbus operations.
The functions of the SICSP are to:
a. Assemble, process, and store on magnetic tape, RBV and MSPS
picture information in the form of verbal abstracts and numerical codes extracted
by the Data Classification Center (DCC) analysts and the users.
b. Print out at specified intervals updated ERTS Data Catalogs which
include verbal abstracts.
C* Provide automated data retrieval services. Search and retrieval
would be based on Boolean combinations of numerical codes and/or key words.
Result of search. would be a printout of all information pertinent to pictures
satisfying users' requirements.
The SICSP has the capability to update and edit the information files and
accept properly encoded abstracts from users.
Input to the SIC SP inf ormation f ile s will be in the f orm of:
a. Coded alphanumeric information from punched cards
b. Ephemeris data from an Ephemeris tape
Classification Input
Cards are punched from log sheets filled out by professional photo analysts
at the DCC (versed in all phases of photo interpretation) who identify, classify
and encode data from RBV and MSPS frames. Data analysis would be performed.
on all clear or mostly clear pictures. Each picture set will have the following
information punched on cards: Columns 1-33 information will be prepared in
DPIA. The columns 34-80 information will be prepared in the DCC.
1
1
DCC
Picture Analysis
gross Classification
Cards
SICSP
Files
op,
Use rs
	 I
Determines Data to Order Using
SICSP and Montage Catalogs
DS Lab _4
Request for
Digitised Pies
User
Fine Analyses on
Digital Product
Figure A8 SICSP Data Flow
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Column Inf ormation
1 Continuation Code 0,	 1, 2 , . , first, eecond,
third card, etc.
	 ...
2-3 Code for satellite
4-8 Orbit number
9-13 Day of year, year;	 e. g. , 27372 is September
30,	 1972.
14-19 Time (hours, minutes, seconds) of sub-
satellite point for RBV (middle scan for
MSPS).
20-26 Code to indicate completeness of set. 	 e.g.,
1111111 - all pictures available, example
1101101 - channel 3 of RBV and MSPS is
missing.
27-32 Grid correction;	 e.g. a +21-32 means that
grid should be moved northward (+) 21 miles
and westward (-) 32 miles;	 -02+15 grid
should-be moved southward (.) 2 miles and
eastward (+) 15 miles.	 All zerris indicate
no grid check.
33 Code to indicate which channel used for grid
check.
34 Code indicating existence of false color
composite;	 0 no composite;	 1 for composite.
3.5-38 Cloud amount by quadrants
39-42 Atmospheric attenuation by quadrants.
43-46 Data content classification code
47 Location code of feat%zre classified
48-51 Data content classification
52 Location of feature classified
53-56 Data content classification
57 Location of feature classified
etc.
etc.
...
etc.
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Column	 Information
77	 Location of feature classified
78-79	 Blank
80	 Code for classification input card
If needed, continuation cards will be used to encode additional classification
codes. The format of the continuation card is as follows;
olumn	 Inf ormation
1	 Continuation code
2-5
	
Data content classification code
6	 Location code of feature classified
7-10	 Data content classification code
11	 Location code of feature classified
12-15	 Data content classification code
. . .	 etc.
76	 Location code of feature classified
77-79
	
Blank
80	 Code for classification input card
The Classification Computer Sheets which are partially filled out at the
DPIA would provide for each set of pictures (3 RBV, 4 MSPS) three 80-column
lines for an indepth classification (present thinking). Three lines permit the
encoding of 37 classification codes.
Abstracts Input
The SICSP provides for Abstracts Input; although it is felt that only a
large quantity (in the thousands) of abstracts would necessitate a computerized
storage, printing and search.
Abstracts would be either inhouse generated or from users throughout
the world. In both cases, the abstracts would be encoded by personnel of the
Classification and Abstraction area on Abstract Computer Sheets from which
Abstract Input cards will be produced.
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The Abstract Computer Sheet format from which cards will be punched may
have the two formats for the two types of cards envisioned. Type 1 card identifies
the pictures used for the abstract and is formatted as follows:
Column Information
1 Continuation code
2 Type of card code
3-4 Satellite code
5-9 Orbit number
10-14 Day of year, year
15-20 Time
21 Code specifying channel used or composite
1-3 RBV channels
4-7 MSPS channels
8 REV color composite or more than
1 RBV channel
9 MSPS color composite or more than
1 MSPS channel
0 RBV and MSPS data used
22-40 Same as columns 3-21
41-59 Same as columns 3-21
60-78 Same as columns 3-21
79 Blank
80 Code for Abstract card
Each Type 1 card contains identification for four pictures or sets of pictures.
There may be more than one Type 1 card.
Type 2 card contains the actual abstract, as follows:
Column Inf ormation
1 Continuation code
2 Type of card code
3-79 Verbal abstract
80 Code for Abstract card
There may be more than one Type 2 card.
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So far we have defined the content and format of two inputs to the SICSP: 	 1
these have been the Classification Input Cards and the Abstract Input Cards. A
third input is the Ephemeris Tape (or cards) from which corollary information
on the pictures can be calculated.
The SICSP is envisioned as being subdivided into eight subprograms, as
a
follows:
a. Classification File Subprogram
b. Abstract File Subprogram
r^
c. Classification Catalog Subprogram
d. ,Abstract Catalog Subprogram	 i
e. Search Classification File Subprogram
f. Search Abstract File Subprogram
ramCorrect and Insert Classification File Su bprogg.  
h. Correct and Insert Abstract File Subprogram
The appropriate subprogram is called by means of a code on the lead card
input into the computer. The functions of the subprograms are as follows,
a. Classification File Subprogram (CFS)
The CFS operates on the Classificaton Input Cards and the Ephemeris
Tape to produce a Classification File Tapes The Classification File Tape contains
information in data orbit sequence, allotting a constant space to each ascending
data orbit.
The Classification File tape is continuously built up. For each set of
pictures (3 RBV, 4 MSPS) the CFS subprogram stores the information read from
the Classification Input Cards and, using the Ephemeris Tape, calculates and
stores for each set the following:
1. Latitude
2. Solar angle of elevation
3. height of satellite
4 Angle between heading line of satellite and meridian
In addition, for each data orbit, it calculates and stores the times and longitudes
of the ascending and descending nodes.
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b. Abstract File Subprogram (AFS)
The AFS operates on the Abstract Input Cards and the Ephemeris Tape
to produce an Abstract File Tape. The abstracts may be stored in ascending data
orbit sequence. If more than one data orbit is used for an abstract, then the data
orbit of the first picture (columns 5 -9 of Type l card) determines the sequence.
The same information calculated from the Ephemeris Tape for the Classification
File Tape is also calculated for each picture (or set of pictures) of the abstract.
c. Classification Catalog Subprogram (CCS)
The CCS operates on t4 ,, e Classification File 'Pape to produce a properly
formatted Classification Catalog. This subprogram may contain a table that trans-
lates the mirnerical Classification Codes into plain English.
d. Abstract Catalog-Subprogram (ACS)
The 1l,CS operates on the Abstract File Tape to produce a properly format-
ted Abstract Catalog.
e. Search Classification File Subprogram (SCFS)
The SCFS operates on the Classification File Tape to print out all
information on those sets of pictures that satisfy a user request. The user request
is encoded on cards. Data can be requested to satisfy any Boolean and/or
combination of the following:
1. Location
	 Defined by a latitude -longitude and a radius. The
„	 request would be satisfied if the latitude- longitude of a set of pictures would fall
within the circle defined by this radius.
Z. Cloud Cover - Refined in eighths or tenths for total picture. The
request would be satisfied if a set had the same or less cloud cove° r.
3. Date Interval - Given by the day of year and year of start and the
day of year and year of finish.
4. Color Composites
5. Complete Set
6. Atmospheric Attenuation
7. Classification Codes
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f. Search Abstract File Subprogram (SAP'S)
The SAES operates on the Abstract File Tape to print out all information
on those abstracts that satisfy a user request. The user request is encoded on cards.
Data can be requested to satisfy any Boolean and (and /or) combination of the following:
Items 1 to 5 of e. and Abstract Code Words. A table of Abstract Code Words will
be made up by the Abstraction personnel as they compose the abstracts.
g. Correct and Insert Classification File Subprogram (CICFS)
The CICFS operates on the Classification File Tape. Its function is to
insert complete data orbit classification information that had been left out, and/or
substituting erroneous data orbits with corrected data orbit classification information.
In both cases, a new corrected and updated Classification File Tape would be produced.
The input consists of Classification Input Cards. The Ephemeris Tape would also be
an input to c ;lculate items 1 to 5 of a. and the ascending-descending nodes.
h. Correct and Insert Abstract File Subprogram (CIAFS)
The CIAFS operates on the Abstract File Tape. Its function is to insert
abstracts that had been left out and substitute erroneous abstracts. In both cases,
a new Abstract File Tape would be produce?. The input consists of Abstract File
Cards and Ephemeris Tape.
A full-time programmer, assigned to the Classification and Abstraction
area, would be responsible for writing and debugging the SICSP before launch. A
three- to six -month full-time effort is envisioned. The same programmer would be
responsible for developing data analysis programs to operate on the digital ERTS
data. This would. be a research effort concerted with the scientists of the Classifi-
cation and Abstraction area.
The SICSP would be run every 18 days for building and updating the
Classification and Abstract Files and for Catalog production. It would be run weekly
(if needed) for users' searches. The responsibility for running the SICSP would be
assigned to the Catalog Preparation area. It is assumed that a Computer Facility
would be available to the Data Center for this purpose.
Catalog Preparation area personnel would be responsible for:
1. Punching Classification and Abstract Input Cards
2. Verifying the cards
3. Requesting the SICSP to be run
iI
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4. Verifying program outputs (catalogs, users' searches)
5. Storage of cards and file tapes
6. Punching user search requests
It is estimated that one clerk could do all of the above jobs for the United States
only coverage.
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APPENDIX B
REVIEW OF THEORY, PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT
FOR OPTICAL NOISE PROCESSING
B. 1 Introduction
The reduction of periodic (white) noise effects influencing the pictorial
output of HRIR sensors of the Nimbus III. satellite has been attempted through
digital computer processing, using (a) the real-time analog tapes; and (b)
rescanned ground station imagery as an input. Both procedures are time-
consuming "off -line"  processes, this fact would seeni to preclude the use of
digital noise-eliminating methods in an operational system such as ERTS where
the average daily production rate is 300 frames of imagery.
Optical data processing, a technique currently experimented with at
GSFC Advanced Development Division, Optical Systems Branch, seems to offer
a useful potential. This report will introduce the basic concepts of optical
processing and discuss their operational usefulness^.
B.2 Principles of Optical Data Processing
Optical data processors have been developed by taking advantage of a
unique property of light diffraction. When discrete slits are placed in a mono-
chrornatic and coherent light beam, the fraction of incident energy passed at a
point in the plane of the slits is either 1 or 0; this way, a diffraction pattern can
be produced on an imaging screen when either the amplitude or the phase of the
incident coherent light is modified by the object plane, or by a photographic
negative considered as the object to be processed.
A common problem in electronic engineering operations is to find the
spectrum of the sinusoidal component of a given rectangular signal. Such a
spectrum consists in a plot of the amplitude of each frequency component required
to reproduce the initial rectangular signal; it is implied that all frequencies are
present in the rectangular pulse, in contrast to a discrete frequency spectrum
which consists only of a fundamental frequency and of its harmonics.
* A detailed review of optical data-processing, principles and techniques is given in
A. Variderlugt, 1968. A special compertdiuzx' written by A. Shulman, GSFC, 1966,
provides a useful reference source for sc.ientil is and engineers less familiar with
modern applied optics«
The frequency spectrum of a given signal is found by taking the Fourier
transform of the mathematical function f(t, y) describing that signal; mathemati-
cally, this transform F(g (w), w) is obtained by multiplying the signal intensity b
by an exponential factor, and integrating with respect to the variable of the
given waveform for the interval (- ? , + f). (See Figure Bl. )
In practice, the conditions of the Fourier integral theorem (the existence of
a finite number of infinitely small discontinuities, etc. ), are satisfied in optical
data processors by the use of a coherent light team passed through a pinhole
system to generate the spectrum.
Consideration of the rectangular character of the signal aperture leads
now to the concept of 2 D-Fourier transforms; just as the energy passing through
an infinitely narrow slit is represented by a rectangular signal with respect to
the x-axis (in the horizontal direction), along a vertical line, the same energy
input can be represented by a similar rectangular signal viewed with respect 'to
n	 the y-axis. This latter signal represents another one-dimensional transform
identical in form and in value to the first one. When the process is extended to a
2D-space and 2D-Fourier transforms are obtained, the same relationship is
maintained. The property of the 2D Fourier transform we are interested in is
expressed by a double integral:
a+2	 +Z
G(ca w) _	 r	 -j( X, x + y Y)
x y	 J	 F (x, y)e	 dxdy.
- b	 -a
2	 2
It is especially important to realize that:
a. A 2D-transform produces a 2D-spectrum, as a function of the spatial
r terms in x and y.
®	 b. The 2D-transform of a 2D-transform reproduces again, point-for-
point, the original function.
The advantage of optical systems over digital systems is clearly seen in
the processing capability of a 2D-domain, aA significant increase in information
can be processed in a given time unit using optical systems rather than digital
systems.
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The unique property of slits in the generation of diffraction patterns offers,
of course, the possibility of performing a Fourier transform of any function or sets
of information that are respresentable by a transmission function, or generally
speaking, by an appropriate transparency or negative. Two-dimensional data cant	 a^
thus be processed optically by introducing the corresponding signals as trans- 	 I
mission functima, performing on their Fourier transform, and by repeating the
transform process again, return to an improved version of the original 2D-trans- 	 i
1
mission function (transparency). i.
This basic operational cycle has been utilized to eliminate noise effects in 	 a'
HRIR imagery.
E
B. 3 Data Input and Output Mode
In order to operationally utilize optical data -processing principles, it is
necessary to give some attention to the I/O media available. 	 They are:
a.	 The cathode ray tube (CRT) display
b. The therm oplastic  film
C.	 The photographic film {
d.	 The magneto - optic. light modulator
e.	 The ultrasonic light modulator
t
11
.The last two are still in the experimental stage, and the second item dof s
not offer a dynamic range corresponding to the requirements of pictorial sensing
Ifsystem users.
a.	 The Cathode Ray Tut, .,,,; (' RT) Di splay
orInput	 output is P resented both under the form of intensity modulations,P	 P
transformed into a light source used to activate an optical processor (phosphor
screen).	 In case of two-level (binary) imagery, the system is fully adequate.
The major disadvantage of a CRT display appears with continuous
tone gray scaleimagery.	 Energy intensities are low and severe limitations are
placed on the number of discrete levels available.
Multiple-impulse (image intensifier tubes, bicolor tubes, etc.) could
eventually provide the required improvements.
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b. Photographic Film
In optical data processing, high-quality photographic film with sensi-
tized silver salts is to date the most convenient and versatile medium available,
both for input and permanent output.
A discussion on the selection of photographic film for optical data-
processing is given by A. Shulman (NASA Publication, X521-66-434; August
1966).
j A contribution about special film characteristics for computer proces-
sing by L. Levi (1963) outlines numerical methods for evaluating storage capacity
and objective testing of system components.
B.4 The Data Processing Sequence
The major components of an optical data -processing system for HRIR
imagery improvement are:
a. A Spectrum Analyzer
b. An Optical Filter
NOTE: An optical signal correlator is another component of importance, but was
not required for the HRIR problem.
a. The Spectrum Analyzer
Diffraction patterns generated by a transparency affected by any sinusoidal
function (i. e. , by patterns or noises in the imagery that have repetitive aspects) can
be focused either on a screen or on the back focal plane of a lens. Zero-order
wavefronts (i. e. , thoi,ie that maintain their initial direction after passing the slits
or blanks in the input imagery) are f ocused into sets of unique points on that lens
or screen. There will appear also, in the same focal plane, two first order wave-
fronts that will be focused into sets rf two points located symmetrically around
the group of zero-order image points. (See Figures B2 and B3.)
The distance between the zero-order group and first-order image
points will be proportional to the spatial frequency (1 IS) of the specific slits or
blanks corresponding to any,
 noise present in the input imagery. Images formed at
those points are thus point sets whose location is dependent upon the spatial
characteristics of transmission elemehts related to a given noise component in
original imagery. Expressed in terms of Fourier transform, the zero- order
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Figure B2 Diffraction Pattern Focused in Focal Plane
(From Principles of Optical Data Processing for
Engineers by A. R. Schulman, August 1966,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, X-521-66-434)
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Figure B3 Optical Spectrum Analyzer
(From Principles of Optical Data Processing for
Engineers by A. R. Schulman, August 1966,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, X-521-66-434)
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component corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the Fourier series which
can be used to represent the whole image; the wavelength of this fundamental
frequency i^ equal to the distance between the repeated spatial elements, The
distance between two points located symmetrically about the center point of the
transform will thus increase, if the correlated frequency of the input imagery
points is increased, i. e. , if the spacing between the periodic elements in the
source imagery is reduced. This property is used to determine the periodic
component value.
Another ,important aspect of this analysis is that the position of the first
order image points is imaged on a line orthogonal to the direction of the periodic
noisy element of the input imagery. This property is used to determine the angular
orientation of the periodic component, provided a common reference direction is
available in the input and the transform.
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b. The Optical Filter
An optical filter can be developed by the addition of a single lens to the
optical system used for the analysis procedure. The purpose of the lens is to
image the spectrum of the negative into an image plane. This produces the spec-
trum of the transmission function generated in the front focal plane (object plane)
in the back focal plane ( spectrum plane). The second lens thus produces a trans-
form of a transform, which is, in effect, the inverse transform giving back the
original transmission function. Figure B4 provides an illustrative example of the
various planes in an optical processing system,
If the energy from a pair of dots which corresponds to any repetitive
(sinusoidal) transmission function has been blocked in the transform, the energy
reaching the image plane will be deficient in the blocked frequency. Optical filters
merely block energy in the specified frequencies and angular orientations. (Figure
B5 illustrates various filter configurations.)
1. High-pass filters are generated byblocking the area around the
zero -order zone, eliminating related low frequencies.
2. Low-pass filters are generated by putting a standard pinhole in
transform plane, permitting all energy corresponding to low
frequencies to be passed, blocking the energy corresponding to
high frequencies.
3. Bandpass filte rs are constructed - from low -pass filters. Band-
pass filters block all energy outside of a specified range.
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Figure B4 Optical Processing
(From Principles of Optical Data Processing for
Engineers by A. R. Schulman, August 1966,
NASA Goddard S pace Flight Center, X-521-66 -434)
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Figure B5 Optical Filters
(From Principles of Optical Data Processing for
Engineers by A. R. Schulman, August 1966,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, X-521-b6-434)
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4	 Directional filters are generated by blocking the energy corres-
ponding to the orientation which is perpendicular to the related
noise components of the original imagery.
B. 5 Experiment on Blurred HRIR Imagery
Noise Analysis
On 14 September 1969, during the playback of selected parts of orbits
2040 to 2043, Tape No. NB 5043, processed by Westrex A of the Nimbus III
Ground Station, noise effects were observed in the HRIR imagery.
In close cooperation with the GSFC Advanced Development Division,
Optical System Branch, headed by J. Brebowsky (in the absence of A. Shulman),
an experimental effort was initiated with the following goals:
a. To optically determine the noise components in the imagery.
b. To explore the possibility of using optical data-processing methods
to eliminate the noise.
A. test strip consisting of selected parts of the above-mentioned orbits was
generated and cut to provide samples acceptable for the 35 mm system currently
available at CSFC. Twelve consecutive samples were selected on the film strip.
Optical Fourier transforms were generated with an optical laser operating at a
X of 6238 0. The experimental setup is described in Figure B6.
The transform obtained indicated the following noise components:
I I
a. In the OY direction (orthogonal to the scan lines) there are super-
imposed periodic components with a ratio 6;3:2:
	
The ratio was determined by
separate micrometric measurements in the 24 transform images using a
airs.u	
least-
sq are fit of the differences between similar
- q _ _	 p
The absolute intensity and periodicity of those noise components is
beyond the accuracy of the experimental system. However, evaluation of the
probable sources of HRIR- noise indicated that one component should be at 100
cycles/ second.
b. In a direction of 360 ± 2 0 there is another periodic component whose
ratio should be one also, expressed in the same scale system as before. Lesser
noises of still lower periodicity seem to exist as well. The relative energy
levels combine%co generate a repetitive wormlike pattern observable in the noisy
display. ,
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Noise Reduction in the Optical Mode
Total elimination of the complex noise by optical processing cannot be
attained,. The position of at leant two strong low-periodicity components in the
immediate vicinity , of the zero-order zone precludes the use of high-pass filters
(corresponding here to frequencies of a ratio = 1) without losing part of the
information in the HRT Tt imagery. However, noise reduction was attempted by
using only one of the 24 samples. The resulting imagery showed slight improve-
ment with a simple .04 11
 size pinhole (low-pass filter). Some limitation in evalu-
ation was introduced by the use of a Polaroid system for output display.
A second test has been run using pinhole sizes from .02 11
 to . 061 1 0 using
two other HRIR samples which contain high contrast details of the Amazon Delta
and Gibraltar Straits. These tests have not been completely analyzed.
Summary
Optical data-processing techniques can be used to evaluate the white noise
components which may be introduced into an electronic imagery display system.
Routine system equipment monitoring is thus possible. Image improvement
through optical processing seems to offer a real potential; however, additional
effort needs to be directed toward development of the appropriate filters.
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APPENDIX C
DIRECT ELECTRON RECORDING FILM
"Direct Eloctron Recording" (DER) film is an almost grainless emulsion
used in electron beam recorders. It is capable of a resolution well in excess of
1000 line pairs/mm. Photographic handling can be accomplished under bright
yellow safe lights.
Exposure is made by electrons with energies between 7. 5 and 22. 5 kilo-
volts. Kodak documentation. indicates that gamma varies linearly with electron
energy.
Experimentation is underway with the DER film at Goddard to determine
the appropriate processing procedures for automated processing. As soon as
these tests are completed and their results evaluated, further definitive conclu-
sions can be prepared on handling procedures.
MAPPENDIX D
AN EVALUATION OF THE USE OF 17 x 22
INCH FILM FOR MSPS DISPLAY
D.1
	
General
}
A sheet film display 17 x 22 inches in size is now being contemplated for
use in MSPS display. 	 The four channels which make up each frame of the MSPS
imagery would be displayed on a single 17 x 22 inch sheet. 	 Each image would be
reproduced at a 1:1, 000, 000 scale, i. e. , approximately 7. 3 inches for a 100 of mi
square ground coverage.	 Space for geographic grid tick marks and required anno-
tation is available surrounding each image. 	 Utilization of this film size for the w
MSPS will necessitate somewhat different handling procedures than for the 70 trim
discussed in the ERTS Data Center plan presented in the main body of this report.
The differences will be even greater if two film sizes, e.g., 70-mm and 17 x 22
inch are used for the RBV and MSPS initial master production, quality assurance
and standards procedures, data classification and user production. 	 The following
sections will discuss the impact of the two sizes. on each operating element in the
Data Center, define the estimates for film and chemicals for 17 x 22 MSPS display,
discuss equipment requirements and present alternative ways to achieve efficiency Hin handling the two sizes.
D. 2 Quality Assurance and Standards
D. 2. 1 MPPL Procedure s
The MPPL is functionally a part of QA&S thus we will discuss the initial
in this	 If 70 mm and 17	 22 inchprocessing of the photographic material 	 section.	 x
film is used for the RBV and MSPS, respectively, the processing equipment sug-
gested in Section 6.3 will accommodate both film sizes.	 The two processors dis-
cussed in Section 6. 3 will probably be operated in parallel with the ones being used
for the RBV and for the MSPS:
I
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D. 2.2 Quality Check functions
The dual film sizes will have "little impact on the checking functions, VCM
or DPIA. Any equipment for display of the imagery for geographic grid checks,
etc. , will of course -be differestnt for the different sizes. The optical processor sug-
gested as a procedure for real-time monitoring of white noise and development of
filters to improve digital data cannot be used for the 17x 22 inch imagery without
a reduction to 70 mm.
D. 2.3 PPL Procedures
The routine prodiuction of MSPS and RBV imagery for various users can be
best accomplished by converting the 17 x 22 inch sheets to 9 2 inch roll film format
using a step and repf;at printer and an automatic roll transport system. The 17 x 22
inch size would thereby be reproduced for user distribution into four separate 9 2
inch rolls each containing one of the four MSPS channels. Working master storage
would then be on the 9 1 inch size and user distribution would be 1:1 The 70 mm
RBV master can be enlarged to a 9 -f
 
inch size to achieve a uniform size for storage
and handling. (More efficient handling can still be achieved with a 70 mm size,
however.)
The PPL suggested equipment can handle the 17 x 22 inch or 9-L inch size
with no difficulty.
D.2.4 Data Classification
The use of a 9 1i nch film size for the classification functions will necessitate
changes in viewing equipments. Light tables with roll film handling equipment will
replace projection displays. Magnifiers and other types of viewers can be used for
detailed analysis. Projection viewers will still be required for maps and other
auxilary displays. Reduction of the 9 1 inch film to 70 mm may be useful for filing
past observations for the classification area and the User Service Center browsing
files.
D. 2. 5 Montaging
The recommended montaging procedure discussed in Section 3.4 can utilize
the 9 Z inch image format for montage preparation. A single data orbit (average
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length over the United States) includes approximately 14 frames. Therefore, an
average montage of 7.3 x 7.3 inch images will require a space approximately 98
inches maximum dimension. Reduction to a 17 inch length is approximately a 6X	 }
reduction, thus an individual image would be about 1.5 inches square.
D. 2.6 User Service Center 	 a
The main use of photographs in the User Service Center is to provide a
browsing file for visiting users. Rapid review of the available data is a require-
ment. Th-, 17 x 22 or 9-f inch formats do not really provide an easy-to-handle
format. Nine and one -half inch roll film can be viewed on light tables but the
large size is conducive to excessive fingerprints. Therefore, it is suggested that
a 70 mra copy be prepared for the 9 12  inch roll format specifically for rapid review
of the imagery. Projection viewers can then be used for image review. Handling
of individual portions of the film is greatly reduced in this way.
D. 2.7 Equipment and Materials
D. 2. 7, 1 Equipment
Except for the exceptions already noted, the equipment specified for the
70 mm and 9 2 inch formats can be used for the 17 x 22 inch format.
D.2.7.2 Materials
The estimated daily number of 17 x 22 inch sheets of film for U. S. coverage
only, for the MSPS, is 33. If reproduction of all routine production is handled on
9 ? inch cost estimates provided in Section 6. 2. 1 are adequate.
Chemistry estimates provided for 9 2 inch production in Section 6. 2. 2 pro-
vide a reasonable estimate of amounts and costs of chemistry for the 17 x 22 inch
size, again assuming that user production is at 9 1 inch.
The color compositing system-suggested for use with 70 mm film is not
suitable for the larger size imagery provided on the 17 x 22 inch size. Alternate
means for color compositing need to be considered if the 17 x 22 inch size is used
for the MSPS display.
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APPENDIX E
ABBREVVIATION GLOSS.A.RY
AM Annotation Moritoi.
ANE Archival Negative Edit
A&S Accounting and Sorting
CM Calibration Monitor
DCA Data Collation Area
DCC Data Classification Cent-or
DCS Data Collection Subsys,;em
DCSM Data Collection Subsystem Monitor
DER Direct Electron Recording (film)
DPIA Data Package Integrity Assessment
EBR Electron Beam Recorder
ERTS Earth Resource Technology Satellite
MPPL Master Photographic Processing Laboratory
MSPS Multispectral Point Scanner
NADUC Nimbus and Applications Technology Satel-
lite Data Utilization Center
PIO Public Information Office
PPL Photographic Production Laboratory
QA&S Quality Assurance and Standards
QC Quality Check
RBV Return Beam Vidicon
TIDP Telemetry and Image-Display Processing
USC User Service Center
VCM Video Correlation Monitor
SICSP Sensor Information, Cataloging and Search
Processor Program
CFS Classification File Subprogram
AFS Abstract File Subprogram
CCS Classification Catalog Subprogram
ACS Abstract Catalog Subprogram
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SCFS
SAFS
CICFS
CIAFS
ABBREVIATION GLOSSARY, contd.
Search Classification File Subprogram
Search Abstract File Subprogram
Correct and Insert Classification File
Subprogram
Correct and Insert Abstract File Sub-
program
